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Abstract 

This study examined the relationship between two school-wide screening measures, one 

examining classroom behaviors (the Social, Academic, and Emotional Behavior Risk Screener; 

SAEBRS; Kilgus, Chafouleas, & Riley-Tillman, 2013) and another evaluating writing fluency 

(Curriculum-Based Measurement in Written Expression; CBM-WE).  This study also evaluated 

the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of the SAEBRS and CBM-WE 

for identifying students at-risk for writing achievement deficits.  A convenience sample of 147 

third-grade general education students across two schools, who were determined to not have any 

significant impairment impacting their writing performance, participated in this study.  The index 

tests (i.e., SAEBRS, CBM-WE) and reference standard (i.e., Wechsler Individual Achievement 

Test, III Essay Composition subtest; Pearson, 2009) were identified a priori.  Of 147 participants, 

18 students were identified as at-risk for writing achievement deficits and 129 students were 

identified as not at-risk.  Results indicated a statistically significant relationship between the 

SAEBRS and CBM-WE for female and male students.  In the identification of writing 

achievement deficits, the area under the ROC curve for CBM-WE revealed fair accuracy (AUC 

= .761; 95% Confidence Interval [.644, .878]) and poor accuracy was noted for the SAEBRS 

(AUC = .653; 95% Confidence Interval [.528, .778]).  Although there was no statistically 

significant difference between the independent AUC values, the difference in the qualitative 

indicator suggest that CBM-WE is a superior screening measure for identifying at-risk students 

in comparison to the SAEBRS.  The findings from this study highlight the contribution of 

classroom behaviors to the writing process of elementary-aged students and offers support for 

the use of CBM-WE to identify students at-risk for writing achievement deficits. 

Keywords: classroom behaviors, writing performance, classification accuracy, sensitivity 
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1	

Examining the Classification Accuracy of the Social, Academic, Emotional Behavior Risk 

Screener and Its Relationship with Writing Performance 

Writing is an essential tool for effective functioning in daily life (MacArthur, Graham, & 

Fitzgerald, 2016).  It is a necessary skill students must develop in order to achieve academic 

success (Duncan et al., 2007), and it serves as a prerequisite skill required for many occupations 

(Mikulecky, 1998).  Early writing difficulties can result in greater long-term negative risks, 

including dropping out of high school (Lloyd, 1978) and incarceration (Morrisroe, 2014).  As a 

result, research has focused on developing instructional interventions to remediate writing 

difficulties (Graham, 2006; Koster, Tribushinina, de Jong, & van den Bergh, 2015; Wanzek, 

Gatlin, Al Otaiba, & Kim, 2017); however, little attention has focused on examining classroom 

factors that may concurrently impact students’ ability to develop writing skills. 

One factor that impacts students’ writing development is their behavior in the classroom.  

Numerous studies have demonstrated a significant relationship between classroom behaviors and 

students’ academic performance in reading and mathematics (Alexander, Entwisle, & Dauber, 

1993; Cobb, 1972; Lam & Beale, 1991; McKinney et al., 1975; Wentzel, 1993).  In addition, 

some studies (Dowdy, Doane, Eklund, & Dever, 2013; Kamphaus, Distefano, Dowdy, Eklund, & 

Dunn, 2010; Kilgus, Bowman, Christ, & Taylor, 2017; Lane, Bruhn, Eisner, & Kalberg, 2010) 

have demonstrated this relationship, specifically within the areas of mathematics and reading, 

using school-wide screening measures examining classroom behavior, which are typically used 

within a multi-tiered system of support approach to identify and intervene with students at-risk 

for school difficulties.  However, few studies examined the relationship that students’ classroom 

behaviors share with their writing performance.  Although a considerable number of studies 

provide support suggesting there is a relationship between students’ writing performance and 
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specific executive functioning skills that are related to students’ classroom behaviors, including 

attention, inhibitory control, and organization (Berninger, Abbott, Cook, & Nagy, 2016; DeBono 

et al., 2012; Decker, Roberts, Roberts, Stafford, & Eckert, 2016; Hamsho, Antshel, Eckert, & 

Kates, 2017; Hooper et al., 2011; Hooper, Swartz, Wakely, de Kruif, & Montgomery, 2002; 

Mayes, Calhoun, Bixler, & Zimmerman, 2009; Molitor, Langberg, & Evans, 2016), no study to 

date has specifically examined the relationship classroom behaviors shares with students’ writing 

performance.   

In this introduction, I review students’ writing performance, as well as discuss outcomes 

in the United States, gender differences in students’ writing performance, and current theoretical 

conceptualizations of writing.  The empirical research examining the relationship classroom 

behaviors share with students’ writing performance, as well as related academic areas, including 

reading and mathematics, are discussed.  This introduction highlights previous studies that have 

examined this relationship by using school-wide screening measures to assess classroom 

behaviors.  Gaps in our current understanding of the relationship between classroom behaviors 

and writing performance are reviewed.   

The Condition of Writing Education 

Given that writing difficulties can lead to negative long-term outcomes, there is great 

cause for concern when evaluating the writing performance of our nation’s students.  Only 36% 

of fourth-grade and 34% of eighth-grade students in the United States performed at or above the 

proficient level on national assessments of writing performance (National Center for Education 

Statistics, 2012).  The proficient level denotes only partial mastery of a skill.  This means that a 

large portion of students in the United States are not demonstrating mastery in the area of 

writing. 
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Given that a majority of our nation’s students demonstrate deficient writing skills, it is 

important that educational professionals are accurately identifying students who may need 

additional support beyond what is provided within the general education classroom.  The 

responsibility of schools to identify and serve students with disabilities is mandated by the Child 

Find clause of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act ([IDEA], 2004).  IDEA is a federal 

law that requires schools to provide students classified as having a disability with a free and 

appropriate public education in the least restrictive environment, which may include the 

provision of special education and/or related services.  IDEA mandates schools to follow the 

criteria adopted by their state to identify and evaluate students between the ages of 3 and 21 

years who are suspected of having a disability.   

With regard to a specific learning disability within the area of written expression, the 

criteria used to determine eligibility varies by state.  In New York, eligibility is based upon 

information from multiple sources (including but not limited to intelligence tests, achievement 

tests, parent report, social history, adaptive behavior, and teacher recommendations).  The 

Committee on Special Education (CSE) reviews the information gathered from multiple sources 

regarding the student’s writing performance and must conclude that the learning disability is not 

due to a lack of appropriate academic instruction or the student’s limited proficiency in the 

English language.  New York state education law indicates that either of the following two 

conditions can deem a student eligible for a specific learning disability within the area of written 

expression: 1) the student demonstrates a profile of academic, cognitive, or behavioral strengths 

and weaknesses when compared to what is expected given their chronological age, grade-level, 

or intellectual development, and 2) the student does not demonstrate sufficient academic 

progress after receiving an evidence-based intervention, also known as response to intervention.   
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Response to intervention is encompassed within a multi-tiered system of support 

approach to identify and intervene with students in need of academic and behavioral services.  

The majority of multi-tiered systems of support feature three tiers (Walker, & Shinn, 2010).  The 

first tier emphasizes the use of school-wide screening procedures, which is an assessment 

process evaluating all students within a class, grade, or school to identify students at-risk for later 

difficulties.  Tier one also consists of providing high quality, scientifically-based interventions to 

all students within a class, grade, or school and it requires continual data collection to make 

informed decisions regarding student progress.  Students who are identified as at-risk on school-

wide screening measures or students who do not benefit from tier one evidence-based 

intervention (i.e., a downward or stable slope is demonstrated throughout data collection) are 

moved to the second tier of the model.  Tier two elevates the intensity of services by 

implementing evidence-based interventions in small group formats with frequent data collection 

to make informed decisions regarding student progress.  Students at tier two who do not 

demonstrate improved performance are moved to the third and final tier of the model, which 

once again elevates the intensity of services by individually implementing evidence-based 

interventions.  Students who do not respond to intervention provided at the third tier are then 

referred to the Committee on Special Education for a comprehensive evaluation to determine 

eligibility as a student with a disability, which would provide them with access to special 

education and/or related services.  

The multi-tiered systems of support approach is especially beneficial in the identification 

of a specific learning disability in written expression as results from national assessments 

indicate a large portion of students are struggling with basic writing skills.  By examining 

response to evidence-based interventions at varied intensities, a multi-tiered systems of support 
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approach allows for the immediate provision of support without requiring a comprehensive and 

time-consuming individual evaluation to be completed first.  However, multi-tiered systems of 

support typically do not consider the influences of classroom behaviors as a way to identify at-

risk students, explain initial academic struggles, and explain later nonresponse to evidence-based 

academic interventions.  Instead, many school districts identify students at-risk for writing 

difficulties using school-wide screening measures that directly measure academic performance.  

In addition, students identified to be at-risk for writing difficulties are provided with academic 

interventions that aim to increase writing performance by focusing on improving a written 

product.  This approach is partially supported by the current literature, as three recent meta-

analyses evaluating the efficacy of writing interventions found that explicit instruction of writing 

strategies produced a large effect (range, d = 0.96 to 1.02) on students’ writing performance 

(Graham, 2006; Graham, McKeown, Kiuhare, & Harris, 2012; Koster et al., 2015).  Despite the 

large effects reported in these meta-analyses, there remain some students for whom the 

interventions are not effective.  Studies, including randomized controlled trials (RCT), rarely 

examine or report the percentage of students that do not respond to writing interventions.  

However, in one recent RCT (Hier & Eckert, 2014) that reported a large effect size (d = 0.89) for 

students receiving a performance feedback writing intervention, 34% of the students continued to 

demonstrate post-intervention writing performance at or below the 25th percentile when 

compared to their same-aged peers.  To improve the identification of students who are at-risk for 

writing difficulties and provide them with the necessary supports, future research must develop a 

more comprehensive understanding of factors, such as classroom behaviors, which can influence 

the writing process in classroom settings. 
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Theoretical Conceptualization of Writing 

Theoretical models provide a basic understanding of the writing process from which 

future research can be developed.  An early theoretical model, the Simple View of Writing (Juel, 

Griffith, & Gough, 1986), noted two component skills that are linked to students’ writing 

performance: (a) transcription (i.e., motor output required to produce orthographic symbols) and 

(b) text generation (i.e., translating ideas into linguistic representation and written words).  The 

Not So Simple View of Writing (Berninger & Winn, 2006) expanded upon this model in two 

ways: (1) by clearly defining the component skill of transcription (i.e., handwriting and spelling) 

and (2) by adding a third component skill to the model, executive functioning (defined as self-

regulatory goal oriented behaviors, including the planning, reviewing, and revising of written 

work).  The Not So Simple View of Writing model suggested that all component skills work 

together to support students’ writing performance.  As such, this model became the first 

theoretical model to recognize a behavioral component (executive functioning) associated with 

students’ writing performance.   

Recently, Kim and Schatschneider (2017) sought to extend upon the Not So Simple View 

of Writing in two ways: (1) to expand our current understanding of the nature of relations the 

three component skills (transcription, text generation, and executive functioning) share amongst 

themselves and with writing performance; and (2) to clearly define the component skills of text 

generation.  Kim and Schatschneider evaluated the relationships among the three component 

skills with a sample of first-grade students and developed the Direct and Indirect Effects Model 

of Developmental Writing based on their findings.  Unlike the Simple View of Writing, 

structural equation modeling revealed that the component skills of transcription and text 

generation were not significantly related to each other.  Rather, these two component skills 
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provided independent contributions to first-grade students’ writing performance.  In other words, 

a weakness in transcription skills does not necessarily lead to a weakness in text generation 

skills, and vice versa.  In addition, the results of this study confirmed that executive functioning 

was indirectly related to first-grade students’ writing performance via text generation and 

transcription.  Despite this indirect relationship, executive functioning had a substantial total 

effect (d = 0.43) on writing performance, which suggests that executive functioning serves an 

important role in students’ text generation and transcription writing skills. 

The aforementioned theoretical models of writing provide a framework for 

conceptualizing the developmental process of writing.  However, only the Direct and Indirect 

Effects Model of Developmental Writing empirically evaluated the structural relationships 

between transcription, text generation, and executive functioning, which were assumed by the 

Simple View of Writing and Not So Simple View of Writing.  However, the resulting findings 

are limited to emerging writers and may not encompass the structural relationships for students at 

different ages.  Further, none of the theoretical models addressed the role of gender in students’ 

writing development, which is an important variable given the extensive empirical evidence 

suggesting gender differences (Fearrington et al., 2014; Keller-Margulis, Mercer, Payan, & 

McGee, 2015; Malecki & Jewell, 2003; McMaster et al., 2017). 

Gender Differences in Writing Performance 

Across the span of several decades, results from national writing assessments have 

indicated significant gender differences in writing performance.  Hedges and Nowell (1995) 

conducted a comprehensive examination of gender differences reported in national assessments 

across an eight-year period (1984 to 1992) and found that eleventh-grade female students scored 

at least a half a standard deviation higher in comparison to their male peers.  The results from the 
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most recent national assessment of writing performance indicated a similar trend, such that 

eighth- and twelfth-grade female students performed higher in comparison to their same-aged 

male peers, with differences in standard scores ranging from 14 to 20 points (National Center for 

Education Statistics, 2012).   

These gender differences in overall writing performance have also been demonstrated 

across curriculum-based measures of writing performance.  For instance, statistically significant 

gender differences in an early study were found in a sample of first-, second-, and third-grade 

students, such that females demonstrated better performance on curriculum-based measures of 

letter and word writing fluency (Berninger & Fuller, 1992).  These findings were corroborated by 

more recent studies with samples of first- through eighth-grade students, such that a statistically 

significant female advantage was demonstrated for both total words written (d = 0.10; 0.23; 

partial h2 = .05) and writing fluency (d  = 0.11; 0.31; partial h2 = .05; Fearrington et al., 2014; 

Malecki & Jewell, 2003; McMaster et al., 2017).  In addition to fluency and productivity, the 

results from Berninger and Fuller (1992) also indicated that first-, second-, and third-grade 

female students outperformed their male peers when evaluating the number of completed ideas 

in written text.  Finally, gender differences in spelling performance have been demonstrated.  In 

an early study of first- through sixth-grade students, results indicated a statistically significant 

female advantage on a standardized norm-referenced achievement test of spelling (Allred, 1990).  

Statistically significant gender differences favoring females within the area of spelling were also 

found by Malecki and Jewell’s (2003) study which utilized a curriculum-based measure with 

first- through eighth-grade students (partial h2 = .05).   

Previous research examining gender differences with regard to writing quality presents a 

much less consistent pattern.  In one study, a statistically significant female advantage in fourth- 
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through tenth-grade students was found on a curriculum-based measure using a trait scoring 

rubric (e.g., conventions, sentence fluency, number of ideas) to evaluate the quality of written 

stories (|d| = 0.42; Troia, Harbaugh, Shankland, Wolbers, & Lawrence, 2013).  Similarly, studies 

utilizing a composite score of writing performance from standardized norm-referenced 

achievement tests indicated a statistically significant gender difference, such that females 

between the ages of 5 and 79 outperformed their male peers (|d| = 0.33 to 0.44; Camarata & 

Woodcock, 2006; Reynolds, Scheiber, Hajovsky, Schwartz, & Kaufman, 2015; Scheiber, 

Reynolds, Hajovsky, & Kaufman, 2015).  However, two studies did not find gender differences 

in writing quality with a sample of students between the ages of 8 and 11 (Cameron et al., 1995; 

Williams & Larkin, 2013).   

It is important that school professionals consider these gender differences when utilizing 

school-wide screening tools that measure writing performance with the understanding that 

female students may outperform their male peers.  With regard to research, it is important that 

future studies consider gender differences when examining contributors to writing performance. 

The Relationship between Classroom Behaviors and Academic Performance 

In addition to the statistically significant gender differences, there can also be an impact 

of classroom behaviors on writing performance.  Prior to reviewing the more recent studies that 

examined the relationship between classroom behaviors and writing performance, a large 

literature base spanning several decades examined the relation of classroom behaviors with 

academic performance (i.e., reading and/or mathematics).  In one of the earliest studies 

examining this relation, researchers conducted direct observation of classroom behaviors with a 

sample of 90 second-grade students (McKinney et al., 1975).  An overall achievement score 

from the reading (i.e., vocabulary and comprehension) and mathematics (i.e., concepts and 
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computation) subtests on the California Achievement Test (CAT; Tiegs & Clark, 1957) served as 

the outcome measure for this study.   Results from multiple regression analysis identified the 

following classroom behaviors as statistically significant predictors accounting for 33% of the 

variance in students’ reading and mathematics performance: distractibility (F = 21.06, p < .001), 

passive disengagement in academic tasks (F = 7.94, p < .006), dependence on the teacher for 

help (F = 7.56, p < .001), and playing or drawing at an inappropriate time (F = 5.29, p < .001).   

Another study (Cobb, 1972) found similar results to McKinney et al. (1975), in that 

classroom behaviors were significantly related to academic performance in a sample of 103 

fourth-grade students.  Similar to McKinney et al. (1975), an observational coding system was 

utilized to assess classroom behaviors and the reading (i.e., comprehension and spelling) and 

mathematics (i.e., computation and application) subtests of the Stanford Achievement Test 

(SAT; Stake & Hastings, 1964) was utilized to assess academic performance.  Results from 

stepwise regression analysis indicated that the following classroom behaviors were statistically 

significant predictors of a combined reading and spelling construct: talking to peers about the 

academic task (r = .42) and out-of-seat behavior (r = -.25).  When examining mathematics 

performance, on-task behavior (M r = .44) was found to be the only significant predictor.   

The results from McKinney et al. (1975) and Cobb (1972) emphasized the important role 

of classroom behaviors with respect to students’ mathematics, reading, and spelling performance.  

However, there are considerations in the classroom behavior assessment methods used in these 

two studies.  First, although direct classroom observations are considered the gold standard for 

assessing students’ classroom behavior (Wilson & Reschly, 1996), there is evidence to suggest 

that direct observation methods require extensive data collection and sampling of students’ 

classroom behavior (i.e., one 15-minute observation per day across 3 days, totaling 45 minutes of 
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direct observation per student) in order to achieve acceptable levels of reliability (Hintze & 

Matthews, 2004).  Due to practical concerns, teachers, school personnel, and researchers may not 

be able to achieve this threshold, which would ensure the reliability of the collected data.  Both 

McKinney et al. and Cobb’s studies did not achieve the prerequisite recommendations for 

conducting direct observation techniques, with McKinney et al. approaching the threshold (i.e., 

one 5-minute observation per day across 4 days, totaling 20 minutes of direct observation per 

student) and Cobb falling severely below threshold (i.e., one 10-second observation per day 

across 9 days, totaling 1 and a half minutes of direct observation per student).  As a result, the 

findings from these two studies should be interpreted with some caution, as their observation 

methods may not have reliably measured the typical behaviors that students display in 

classrooms.  In addition, the classroom behavior observation systems used in the prior studies 

were narrow in focus as they primarily evaluated classroom behaviors related to on-task 

academic engagement.  Additional behaviors (e.g., aggressiveness, compliance) that can occur 

within the classroom environment and potentially contribute to academic performance were not 

assessed. Further, the feasibility of conducting direct classroom observations given the time, 

training, and additional resources needed limits the extent to which this assessment method can 

be routinely used in school settings within the context of a multi-tiered systems of support 

approach.  

To address these concerns, more recent studies examined the relationship between 

classroom behaviors and academic performance by using informant reports (i.e., teacher rating 

scales) of classroom behavior.  Unlike direct observation techniques, rating scales require limited 

resources and can be used as part of a school-wide screening approach to identify students in 

need of additional classroom supports (Nantais, Martin, & Barnes, 2014; Walker & Shinn, 2010). 
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In one of the first studies to use a teacher-report measure, Alexander et al. (1993) 

assessed the classroom behaviors of 790 first-grade students with a 13-item teacher-report 

measure adapted from the National Survey of Children (Zill, Furstenberg, Peterson, & Moore, 

1992) to assess classroom behaviors, including (a)  Interest-Participation (e.g., expresses ideas, 

cheerful, creative); (b) Cooperation-Compliance (e.g., teases peers, irritable, not considerate of 

others); and (c) Attention Span-Restlessness (e.g., demonstrates restlessness, high strung, doesn’t 

concentrate).   The psychometric evidence provided for this scale indicated acceptable 

coefficient alphas (a range: .74 to .82) for the overall measure, however no information 

regarding the validity of this scale was reported.  The reading comprehension and mathematics 

concepts/reasoning subtests of the California Achievement Test (CAT; CTB 

Macmillan/McGraw-Hill, 1992) served as the outcome measure in this study.   

The results from this study substantiate the findings from McKinney et al. (1975) and 

Cobb (1972), such that there was a statistically significant association between classroom 

behaviors and academic performance.  More specifically, the results of the regression analysis 

revealed that 22% of the variance in reading performance was related to teacher ratings of 

Attention Span-Restlessness (β  = .30, p £ .01), teacher ratings of Interest-Participation (β  = .31, 

p £ .01), and teacher ratings of Cooperation-Compliance (β  = -.10, p £ .05).  With regard to 

mathematics performance, 41% of the variance was explained by teacher ratings of Attention 

Span-Restlessness (β  = .19, p £ .01) and teacher ratings of Interest-Participation (β  = .28, p £ 

.01). 

Another study (Finn, Pannozzo, & Voelkl, 1995) of 1,013 fourth-grade students using a 

different teacher-report measure provided further support for the findings of Alexander et al. 

(1993).  The Student Participation Questionnaire (Finn, Folger, & Cox, 1991) is a 29-item 
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measure that assesses two factors: (a) Disruptive Behavior; and (b) Inattentive Behavior.  High 

internal consistency across each of the two subscales has been reported (a range = .89 to .94; 

Finn et al., 1991), although there is currently no information regarding the validity of this 

scale.  Reading and mathematics performance was assessed using a  norm-referenced 

achievement measure (Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, 1981).   

The results of this study indicated that students with lower inattention scores performed 

approximately one standard deviation greater in reading and mathematics when compared to 

their same-aged peers with higher inattention scores.  Additionally, students with lower 

disruptive behavior scores performed approximately a half of a standard deviation greater in 

reading and mathematics when compared to their same-aged peers with higher scores of 

disruptive behaviors.  A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) indicated that students 

who did not display any disruptive or inattentive behaviors performed over half a standard 

deviation greater in reading (d = .69, p < .001) and mathematics (d = .72, p < .001) when 

compared with students who were classified as either disruptive or inattentive.  These findings 

further emphasize the significant relationship between classroom behaviors and academic 

performance.  

Alexander et al. (1993) and Finn et al. (1995) were one of the earliest large-scale studies 

to examine the relationship between classroom behaviors and students’ academic performance 

using teacher-report measures of classroom behaviors.  Despite the differences in the procedures 

used to collect classroom behavioral information, the results from these two studies align with 

the findings reported by Cobb (1972) and McKinney and colleagues (1975) suggesting a 

statistically significant relationship between on-task classroom behaviors and students’ academic 

performance, as well as extend the results to include other classroom behaviors such as prosocial 
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competence and compliance.  Although Alexander et al. and Finn et al. evaluated a wider range 

of classroom behaviors than the direct observational systems utilized by Cobb and McKinney 

and colleagues, there was limited psychometric evidence reported for these rating scales.  

Information regarding the internal consistency of each scale was provided, however there is 

currently no research to support the validity of these scales.  As a result, it is difficult to conclude 

whether the rating scales were accurately measuring the purported constructs of classroom 

behaviors.   

To date, three studies have examined the relationship between classroom behaviors and 

academic performance using teacher-report measures with more extensive psychometric 

support.  In the first study, Rabiner and Coie (2000) examined the relationship between 

classroom behavior and reading performance with 387 elementary-aged students by using the 

ADHD rating scale (DuPaul, 1991), which is a 14-item teacher-report measure assessing 

inattention-hyperactivity, impulsivity-hyperactivity, and total behavioral functioning.  

Psychometric support (DuPaul, 1991) for the scale includes evidence of high internal consistency 

across each of the two subscales (a range = .94 to .96) as well as support for the criterion validity 

with the following measures: direct observation of on-task behaviors (r = -.53, p < .001) and the 

Abbreviated Conner’s Teacher Rating Scale (Goyette, Conners, & Ulrich, 1978; r = .90, p < 

.001).  The Letter-Word Identification subtest from the Woodcock-Johnson Psychoeducational 

Battery-Revised (Woodcock & Johnson, 1989), a norm-referenced test of academic achievement, 

was administered to evaluate reading performance.   

The results of this study did not find hyperactivity to be related to students’ reading 

performance, however a statistically significant relationship was reported between attention and 

reading performance (β = -.29, p < .01), providing further support to the results from the 
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previously described studies suggesting a statistically significant relationship between classroom 

behaviors specifically related to on-task engagement and reading performance.  Although the 

results corroborate prior findings reported between on-task engagement and academic 

performance using direct observation techniques (Cobb, 1972; McKinney et al., 1975) and 

teacher-report methods (Alexander et al., 1993; Finn et al., 1995), the measure used in this study 

was developed specifically to inform ADHD classification decisions and does not incorporate a 

broad assessment of behaviors that can occur within the classroom settings (e.g., interest in 

academic topics, relationships with peers, compliance).   

In a second study, Lam and Beale (1991) investigated the relationship between classroom 

behaviors and reading performance with 190 elementary-aged students by using the inattention 

construct of the Conners’ Teacher Rating Scale (CTRS; Werry & Hawthorne, 1976), a 39-item 

teacher-report measure.  Previous studies evaluating the psychometric properties of the CTRS 

indicate high test-retest reliability across 8 days (r = .88 to .96; Edelbrock, Greenbaum, & 

Conover, 1985) and moderate to large correlation coefficients (r = .50 to .80, p < .01) with the 

Pittsburgh Adjustment Survey Scale (PASS; Ross, Lacey, & Parton, 1965), another teacher 

report measure of classroom behavior (Camp & Zimet, 1974).  The vocabulary and 

comprehension subtests of the Progressive Achievement Test (PAT; Reid & Elley, 1991), a 

norm-referenced achievement measure, was administered to evaluate reading performance. 

The results of this study found inattention to be a statistically significant predictor of 

reading performance (R2 = .09), which aligns with the findings from previous studies utilizing 

both direct observation and informant reporting methods.  However, similar to Rabiner and Coie, 

Lam and Beale utilized a classification clinical measure that not only narrowly focused upon 

inattentive behaviors, ignoring a wide-range of additional classroom behaviors, but also would 
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be infeasible to implement as a school-wide screening measure due to its lengthiness.  Given the 

results of Alexander et al. (1993) and Finn et al. (1991), which emphasized the importance of on-

task as well as social behaviors to academic performance, it is important to examine the 

relationship between a broad assessment of classroom behaviors and academic performance.   

In the third study, Barriga et al. (2002) investigated the relationship between classroom 

behaviors and academic performance with a sample of 58 students (mean age = 15.02) using the 

Teacher’s Report Form (TRF; Achenbach, 1991), a multidimensional assessment of behavior.  

This 112-item measure produces eight behavioral factors: Withdrawal, Somatic Complaints, 

Anxiety/Depression, Social Problems, Thought Problems, Attention Problems, Delinquent 

Behavior, and Aggressive Behavior.  Psychometric support (Achenbach, 1991) for this scale 

includes evidence of test-retest reliability (r = .92) across 15 days as well as construct validity 

with the following measures: Conners’ Teacher Rating Scale-Revised (C-TRS-R; Conners, 

Sitarenios, Parker, & Epstein, 1998; r = .71 to .85) and the Behavior Assessment System for 

Children (BASC; Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2004; r = .40 to .87).  An overall achievement score 

from the reading (i.e., letter and word recognition), spelling (i.e., writing dictated words), and 

mathematics (i.e., number recognition and computation) subtests on the Wide Range 

Achievement Test, third edition (WRAT3; Wilkinson, 1993), a  norm-referenced achievement 

test, served as the outcome measure for this study.   

The results found that Inattention (r = -.44, p < .001), Delinquent Behavior (r = -.28, p < 

.05) and Aggression (r = -.28, p < .05) were significantly correlated with an overall composite of 

academic performance.  The results of multiple regression analyses indicated that Withdrawal (F 

= 5.33, R2 = .16, p < .01), Somatic Complaints (F = 5.83, R2 = .17, p < .01), Delinquent Behavior 

(F = 4.70, R2 = .16, p < .05), and Aggressive Behavior (F = 5.34, R2 = .16, p < .01) were 
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statistically significant predictors of academic performance.  Similar to the limitations associated 

with the prior studies reviewed (Lam & Beale, 1991; Rabiner & Cole, 2000), the informant 

report measure used in this study was specifically developed to assess internalizing and 

externalizing behavior disorders to inform psychiatric diagnoses and the length makes it 

infeasible to be implemented as a school-wide screening measure within the context of a multi-

tiered systems of support approach.   

Despite the varying techniques utilized to assess classroom behaviors (e.g., direct 

observation versus teacher rating scales), the overall findings from all of the studies were 

consistent: academic classroom behaviors were significantly related to academic performance.  

Of the seven studies reviewed, only one study (Barriga et al., 2002) utilized a validated measure 

to broadly assess a wide range of classroom behaviors and the findings emphasized the 

importance of considering the contribution of classroom behaviors beyond on-task engagement 

(more specifically social behaviors and internalizing problems) to academic performance.  

However, the lengthiness of the C-TRS-R utilized by Barriga et al. (2002) would be prohibitive 

for school personnel especially if used within the context of school-wide screenings to identify 

at-risk students.   

The Relationship between School-Wide Behavioral Screening Measures and Academic 

Performance 

School-wide screening measures are brief assessments utilized within a multi-tiered 

systems of support approach that serves three purposes: 1) identify at-risk students who require 

evidence-based interventions administered at a higher level of intensity in addition to what is 

initially provided within the general education curriculum, 2) provide feedback to school 

administrative officials to identify teachers who are in need of additional support to enhance their 
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classroom management strategies and instructional practices, and 3) to prevent false negatives 

when identifying at-risk students by examining student performance approximately three times a 

year and immediately providing support to identified students (Johnson, Mellard, Fuchs, & 

McKnight, 2006).  Until recently, no previous study utilized school-wide screening measures to 

examine the relationship between classroom behaviors and academic performance.  Unlike the 

classification clinical measures utilized in previous research examining this relation, the 

efficiency of school-wide screening measures allows for a large amount of data to be collected 

for nearly all students within a class, grade, or school without requiring a significant amount of 

time.  Due to this fact, school-wide screening measures can be implemented multiple times 

within an academic year allowing school personnel to provide immediate support to identified 

students as opposed to delaying services while waiting for  teacher referrals, which can be 

inaccurate or biased (Eklund et al., 2009; Green, 1996; Lloyd, Kauffman, Landrum, & Roe, 

1991).  To date, four studies have examined the relationship between classroom behavior and 

academic performance using school-wide screening measures.   

In the first study, Lane et al. (2010) investigated the relationship between classroom 

behaviors and academic performance with 534 middle school students by using the Student Risk 

Screening Scale (SRSS; Drummond, 1994), a 7-item teacher-report measure assessing antisocial 

behavior.  Previous studies evaluating the psychometric properties of the SRSS indicate high 

internal consistency (a range = .78 to .85; Lane, 2007) and a strong correlation (r = .79; Walker, 

Ramsey, & Gresham, 2004) with the Aggressive Behavior factor of the Child Behavior Checklist 

(Achenbach, 1991).  Support for the classification accuracy of the SRSS indicates high 

sensitivity (.94), high specificity (.95; Lane et al., 2009), and sufficient evidence  of predicting 

externalizing behaviors as measured by the Systematic Screening for Behavior Disorders (SSBD; 
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Walker & Severson, 1992) by 45% (AUC = .952; Lane et al., 2012).  Cumulative grade point 

average (GPA) for the school year served as a measure of academic performance.   

The results from one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) in this study revealed that 

students who demonstrated acceptable social classroom behaviors had a GPA two standard 

deviations higher than their peers who demonstrated antisocial classroom behaviors (F(1, 112) = 

82.48, p  < .0001, d = -1.94).  Despite the different measures implemented to assess classroom 

behaviors (e.g., school-wide screening measures versus classification clinical measures) this 

study aligns with the findings from the previously reviewed articles (Alexander et al., 1993; 

Barriga et al., 2002; Finn et al., 1995) suggesting a significant relationship between social 

classroom behaviors and academic performance.  However, GPA is not considered a reliable 

measure of academic performance as it may be influenced significantly by teacher bias and 

instructional practices (Lei, Bassiri, & Schulz, 2001).  Additionally, the SRSS primarily focuses 

upon social behaviors and does not include an assessment of on-task academic behaviors, an area 

that multiple studies (Alexander et al., 1993; Barriga et al., 2002; Cobb, 1972; Finn et al., 1995; 

Lam & Beale, 1991; McKinney et al., 1975; Rabiner & Coie, 2000) have identified to be 

strongly correlated with academic performance.  In addition, the SRSS solely evaluates 

maladaptive classroom behaviors without considering the contribution of adaptive classroom 

behaviors to academic performance.  By excluding these classroom behaviors, the results of this 

study may only partially explain the contribution of classroom behavior to academic 

performance.  

In the second study, Kamphaus et al. (2010) examined the relationship between 

classroom behaviors and reading performance with 309 elementary-aged students by using the 

Behavioral and Emotional Screening System (BESS; Kamphaus & Reynolds, 2007), which is a 
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27-item teacher-report screening measure assessing behavioral and emotional strengths and 

weaknesses.  Psychometric support for the scale includes evidence of high internal consistency 

(a = .939) as well as support for the criterion validity (Kamphaus & Reynolds, 2007; Kamphaus 

et al., 2010), which indicated a statistically significant correlation with the following measures: 

1) across several factors of the full teacher report measure on the Behavior Assessment System 

for Children, second edition (BASC-2; Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2004; r = .523 to .820, p < .05), 

2) across several factors of the Conners’ Teacher Rating Scale Revised (Conners, 1997; r = .73 

to .79), and 3) the total problems score from the Achenbach System of Empirically Based 

Assessment Teacher Report Form (Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001; r = .76).  Research examining 

the classification accuracy of the BESS indicated high specificity (.95), high sensitivity (.80), a 

strong negative predictive value (.96; Kamphaus & Reynolds, 2007), and an ability to identify 

additional students (27%) who were not initially referred by teachers as needing services (Eklund 

et al., 2009).  Academic performance was determined from the English/language arts and 

mathematics subtests of the California Standards Test (California State Board of Education, 

2010a, 2010b), a criterion-referenced academic achievement test.   

Results of correlational analyses indicated a negative relationship between behavioral 

functioning and both mathematics (r = -.447, p < .05) and reading performance (r = -.432, p < 

.05), suggesting that increased behavioral problems was associated with decreased academic 

performance.  Despite the different measures utilized to assess classroom behaviors and 

academic performance, the results from Kamphaus et al. (2010) align with the findings from 

Lane et al. (2010), suggesting a statistically significant negative correlation between problem 

behaviors and academic performance. 
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In the third study, Dowdy et al.,  (2013) also used the BESS to examine the relationship 

between classroom behaviors and academic performance with a sample of 849 elementary and 

middle school students.  Dowdy et al. (2013) utilized end of the academic year report card grades 

to examine academic performance.  Results from a one-way, between-groups multivariate 

analysis of variance (MANOVA) indicated that students who demonstrated decreased behavioral 

problems received end of the year report card grades for mathematics that was approximately 

one standard deviation higher (F(6, 804) = 37.93, p < .001, partial h2 = .12) and end of the year 

report card grades for reading that was approximately half a standard deviation higher (F(6, 804) 

= 28.75, p < .001, partial h2 = .10) than peers who demonstrated increased behavioral problems.  

Similar to GPA, report card grades are an unstandardized assessment of academic performance 

that can impact the reliability of the findings reported in this study.  Despite this fact, the results 

align with previous research (Kamphaus et al., 2010; Lane et al., 2010) suggesting a significant 

relationship between classroom behaviors and academic performance.  Although the BESS is 

simple and assesses a broad array of behaviors that may occur within the classroom setting, it is 

cost-prohibitive and requires extensive teacher time.   

The fourth study (Kilgus et al., 2017) examined the relationship between classroom 

behaviors and academic performance using the Social, Academic, and Emotional Behavior Risk 

Screener (SAEBRS; Kilgus et al., 2013) in 1,058 elementary and middle school students.  This 

19-item criterion-referenced teacher rating scale assesses four classroom behavior factors: social 

behavior, academic behavior, emotional behavior, and a total factor.  High internal consistency 

across all four factors (α = .83 to .93) and strong criterion validity with the BESS (r = -.75 to -

.94; Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2004) and the SRSS (r = -0.84; Drummond, 1994) has been 

reported (National Center on Intensive Intervention, 2018).  Research examining the 
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classification accuracy of the SAEBRS across three time points during the academic year 

indicated high specificity (range = .95 to .99), high sensitivity (range = .72 to .95), a strong 

negative predictive value (range = .93 to .99), and excellent classification accuracy (range = .93 

to .99; National Center on Intensive Intervention, 2018).  Academic performance was evaluated 

through use of the Adaptive Reading (i.e., aReading, which assesses phonological awareness, 

vocabulary, and comprehension) and Adaptive Math (i.e., aMath, which assesses geometry, 

computation and concepts), which are norm- and criterion-referenced academic screening 

measures (Christ et al., 2014).  

The results of this study indicated that the total classroom behavior score on the SAEBRS 

was significantly related to both mathematics (r = .335, p < .01) and reading performance (r = 

.373, p < .01).  Multiple regression analysis indicated a statistically significant model in which 

all three SAEBRS factors (i.e., social, academic, and emotional behaviors) accounted for 27% of 

the variance of the overall composite for academic performance (R2 = .271, F(3,1,054) = 130.75, 

p < .001).  However, only academic (e.g., on-task behavior and academic productivity; β  = .641, 

p < .001) and social (e.g., interpersonal relations and compliance; β  = -.225, p < .001) classroom 

behaviors were significantly related to academic performance.  Emotional classroom behaviors 

were not a statistically significant predictor of academic performance (β  = .045, p > .05).  

When considering the findings of the earlier studies investigating the relationship 

between classroom behaviors and academic performance (Alexander et al., 1993; Barriga et al., 

2002; Cobb, 1972; Finn et al., 1995; Lam & Beale, 1991; McKinney et al., 1975; Rabiner & 

Coie, 2000), the results from these four recent studies (Dowdy et al., 2013; Kamphaus et al., 

2010; Kilgus et al., 2017; Lane et al., 2010) provide further support for the significant 

relationship between classroom behaviors and academic performance.  Given the previously 
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stated advantages of using school-wide screening measures over clinical classification measures, 

the results from the most recent studies emphasize the benefits of using school-wide screening 

measures as part of a multi-tiered system of support approach to identify students at-risk for 

academic difficulties.   

All three of the measures reviewed in this section (the SRSS, the BESS, and the 

SAEBRS) demonstrate strong psychometric support for their use as school-wide screening 

measures assessing classroom behaviors, however there are distinct advantages to using the 

SAEBRS to examine the relationship between classroom behaviors and academic performance.  

First, previous research (Kilgus et al., 2017) identified a statistically significant relationship 

between the SAEBRS and a standardized measure of academic performance, whereas the studies 

that have investigated this relationship using the SRSS (Dowdy et al., 2013; Lane et al., 2009) 

utilized an unstandardized measure that is highly susceptible to informant bias to assess 

academic performance.  Although one study has identified a significant relationship between the 

BESS and a standardized measure of academic performance (Kamphaus et al., 2010), the BESS 

is cost-prohibitive and the lengthiness of this scale requires extensive teacher time.  Therefore, 

the second distinct advantage of the SAEBRS is that unlike the BESS, the SAEBRS is feasible to 

implement as a school-wide screening measure because it does not require a significant amount 

of teacher time to complete and it is free.  Third, unlike the SRSS, the SAEBRS provides a 

comprehensive assessment of classroom behavioral functioning by breaking down classroom 

behaviors into three domains related to students’ academic performance (Kilgus et al., 2017). 

All the studies reviewed thus far, including earlier research that utilized direct 

observation and clinical classification measures, identified a statistically significant relationship 

between classroom behaviors and academic performance.  Of these studies, only three (Barriga 
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et al., 2002; Cobb, 1972; McKinney et al., 1975) incorporated an assessment of writing 

performance when evaluating academic performance.  However, within the three studies, writing 

performance was incorporated within an overall composite of either reading performance or 

academic performance making it difficult to determine the specific relationship between 

classroom behaviors and writing performance.  In addition, students’ spelling performance was 

used as the primary indicator of writing performance for all three studies.  This limits our 

understanding of the relationship between classroom behaviors and writing performance as 

spelling primarily focuses upon the component skill of transcription within the Not So Simple 

View of Writing (Berninger & Winn, 2006) and largely ignores the component skills of text 

generation.  Given that early writing difficulties can result in greater long-term negative risks 

(Lloyd, 1978; Morrisroe, 2014), it is important that research studies evaluate factors, such as 

classroom behaviors, that may influence writing performance.  Such research may inform multi-

tiered systems of support to identify and intervene with at-risk students for writing difficulties.  

Until recently, little research has examined the relationship between classroom behaviors and 

writing performance.  

The Relationship between Classroom Behaviors and Writing Performance 

In comparison to the extensive literature base examining the relationship that classroom 

behaviors share with mathematics and reading performance, studies examining the relationship 

between classroom behaviors and writing performance are limited but have grown within recent 

years.  To date, three studies have examined the relationship between classroom behaviors and 

writing performance.  In one of the earliest studies, Kent, Wanzek, Petscher, Al Otaiba, and Kim 

(2014) longitudinally examined the relationship between classroom behaviors and writing 

performance across one-year with 265 kindergarten students by using the Strengths and 
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Weaknesses of ADHD Symptoms and Normal Behavior Rating Scale (SWAN; Swanson et al., 

2006).  The SWAN is a 30-item teacher-report measure assessing selective attention (Sáez, 

Folsom, Al Otaiba, & Schatschneider, 2012) and was completed when the students were in 

kindergarten.  High internal consistency across all 30 items (a = .99) of the SWAN has been 

reported (Kent et al., 2014).  No study has evaluated the validity of the full 30-item teacher-

report version of the SWAN.  However, psychometric evidence (Lakes, Swanson, & Riggs, 

2011) provides support for the convergent validity of the parent-report of the shortened versions 

of the SWAN (the first 18-items of the 30-item measure) with the following measures: the 

parent-report of the Disruptive Behavior Rating Scale (r = .54, p < .01; DuPaul et al., 1998) and 

the parent-report on the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (Cramer's V = .53; Goodman & 

Scott, 1999).  Within Kent et al.’s (2014) study, writing performance was assessed by scoring 

written responses to a story prompt from a curriculum-based measure (McMaster, Du, & 

Pétursdóttir, 2009) for writing productivity (i.e., total number of words written) in kindergarten 

and writing fluency (i.e., correct writing sequences; a measure of writing speed and accuracy) 

and quality (i.e., 6+1 traits rubric, which assesses organization and theme development) in the 

first-grade.  

Results from structural equation modeling (CFI = .965, TLI = .954, RMSEA = .076, 

SRMR = .050) indicated a statistically significant relationship between classroom behaviors and 

writing productivity in kindergarten (g = .16, p = .001) after controlling for early literacy skills 

(e.g., handwriting fluency, oral language, and word reading).  Further analyses suggested that a 

model including classroom behaviors demonstrated a better fit when compared with a model 

only including early literacy skills (c2 = 73.5, df = 4, p < .001), further emphasizing the 

contribution of classroom behavior to writing performance.  An examination of the longitudinal 
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relationship between kindergarten classroom behaviors and first-grade writing performance 

using structural equation modeling (CFI = .964, TLI = .953, RMSEA = .061 SRMR = .047) 

indicated a statistically significant relationship between classroom behaviors and writing fluency 

(g = .23, p < .001) as well as quality (g = .19, p = .001), after accounting for early literacy skills.   

In a second study, Kim, Al Otaiba et al. (2015)  investigated the relationship between 

classroom behaviors and writing performance with a cross-sectional sample of 494 second- and 

third-grade students using a shortened version (the first 9-items of the original 30-item measure) 

of the same teacher-report measure (the SWAN) as Kent et al. (2014), which solely evaluates 

regulation of attention (Sáez et al., 2012).  High internal consistency across all 9-items (a = .91) 

of the SWAN has been reported (Kim, Al Otaiba et al., 2015).  However, no research has 

evaluated the validity of only the first 9-items of the SWAN.  Writing performance was assessed 

by scoring written responses to a story prompt from a curriculum-based measure (McMaster et 

al., 2009) and from the essay composition subtest of a standardized norm-referenced 

achievement test (Wechsler Individual Achievement Test-Third Edition, WIAT-III; Wechsler, 

2009) for writing fluency, quality, and productivity. 

Results from confirmatory factor analysis and multilevel modeling indicated that 

classroom behavior was a significant predictor of writing fluency (b = .09, p = .02) and writing 

quality (b = .005, p = .03) but was not a statistically significant predictor for writing productivity 

(CFI = .90, TLI = .88, RMSEA = .11, SRMR = .083).  Further analyses to examine gender 

differences in writing performance indicated that female students performed significantly better 

(d range = .37 to .46) across all three writing outcome measures in comparison to their male 

peers.  In a model that examined the relationship between gender and writing after accounting for 

classroom behaviors, females continued to demonstrate statistically and significantly greater 
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scores (d range = .22 to .34) when compared to their male peers for all three writing outcomes.  

However, in this second model that included gender, classroom behaviors were found to be 

statistically significant predictors for writing fluency alone (b = .10) and were no longer related 

to writing quality.  Similar to Kent et al. (2014), the results from Kim, Al Otaiba et al. (2015) 

emphasized the important role of classroom behaviors, more specifically attention, with respect 

to students’ writing performance.  Kim, Al Otaiba et al. (2015) extended our understanding of 

this relationship by considering gender differences in students’ writing performance. 

In a third study of 80 third-grade students, Hamsho (2017) examined gender differences 

in the relationship between classroom behaviors and writing performance within the context of a  

performance feedback intervention aimed at increasing writing fluency.  Similar to Kim, Al 

Otaiba et al. (2015), this study utilized the first nine-items of the original 30-item SWAN to 

assess attention.  In addition, a second teacher-report measure, the Academic Performance 

Rating Scale (APRS; Dupaul, Rapport, & Perriello, 1991), was included to measure classroom 

behaviors.  The APRS is a 22-item rating scale that assesses three factors: (a) Academic Success, 

(b) Impulse Control, and (c) Academic Productivity.  Psychometric support for this scale 

includes evidence of acceptable to high internal consistency (α range = .72 to .94), with the 

Impulse Control factor demonstrating the lowest Cronbach’s alpha (Dupaul et al., 1991). 

Additionally, the APRS evidenced variable criterion validity (DuPaul et al., 1991) when 

compared with the following measures: (a) The ADHD Rating Scale, teacher report (DuPaul, 

1991; r = -.72), (b) direct observations of on-task behavior (r = .29), and (c) percentage of 

assignments completed accurately (r = .53).  Writing performance was assessed by scoring 

written responses to a curriculum-based measure story prompt (McMaster et al., 2009) for 

writing fluency.  
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Results from stepwise linear regression analysis revealed that classroom behaviors 

assessed through the SWAN (R2 = .099, F(1,39) = 4.29, p = .045) and the APRS (R2 = .212, F(1,39) = 

10.50, p = .002) were a statistically significant predictor of post-intervention writing fluency for 

female students but not for male students.  The results from this study build upon the findings 

from Kent et al. (2014) suggesting that a statistically significant relationship continues to exist 

between classroom behaviors and writing performance within the context of a tier 1 writing 

intervention.  Similar to Kim, Al Otaiba et al. (2015), the Hamsho (2017) study considered the 

impact of gender on writing performance and identified classroom behaviors to be a significant 

predictor of post-intervention writing performance for female students but not for male students.  

In contrast to the previously mentioned two studies (Kent et al., 2014; Kim, Al Otaiba et al., 

2015), the Hamsho study incorporated a rating scale, the APRS, that was specifically developed 

for use within the school system and accounted for behavioral factors unique to the classroom 

environment, whereas the prior two studies relied solely upon a clinical measure, the SWAN, 

primarily used for classification purposes.  However, similar to the SWAN, the APRS has a 

narrow focus upon classroom behaviors impacting on-task performance and ignores a wide-

range of behaviors that may occur within the classroom environment, including behaviors (e.g., 

compliance, aggressiveness) that have been previously demonstrated to impact students’ 

academic performance (Alexander et al., 1993; Barriga et al., 2002; Dowdy et al., 2013; Finn et 

al., 1995; Kamphaus et al., 2010; Kilgus et al., 2017; Lane et al., 2010).   

In summary, the overall findings from all three studies were consistent: classroom 

behaviors were statistically significant contributors to writing performance.  Furthermore, of the 

two studies that considered gender differences in writing performance (Hamsho, 2017; Kim, Al 

Otaiba et al., 2015), findings consistently suggested that the relationship between classroom 
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behaviors and writing performance was influenced by gender.  Only one of these studies 

(Hamsho, 2017) incorporated a school-based measure utilized to evaluate classroom behaviors, 

the APRS, however this measure does not meet conventional psychometric standards to be used 

as a school-wide screening measure due to limited evidence regarding classification accuracy.  

No study to date has utilized a school-wide screening measure that broadly evaluates a wide 

range of classroom behaviors to examine gender differences in the relationship between 

classroom behaviors and writing performance. 

Purpose of the Proposed Study 

Several studies have demonstrated the important contribution of classroom behaviors to 

students’ academic performance in reading and mathematics (Alexander et al., 1993; Barriga et 

al., 2002; Cobb, 1972; Finn et al., 1995; Kilgus et al., 2017; McKinney et al., 1975).  Recent 

studies (Dowdy et al., 2013; Kamphaus et al., 2010; Kilgus et al., 2017; Lane et al., 2010) 

highlight the benefits of using school-wide screening measures as part of a multi-tiered system of 

support to identify at-risk students for school difficulties, including an emphasis on students’ 

reading and mathematics performance.  However, the empirical literature examining the 

relationship between classroom behaviors and writing performance is limited, with only three 

studies (Hamsho, 2017; Kent et al., 2014; Kim, Al Otaiba et al., 2015) examining this 

topic.  Two of these three studies (Kent et al., 2014; Kim, Al Otaiba et al., 2015) narrowly 

defined classroom behaviors by using a unidimensional teacher rating scale of student attention 

developed for classification purposes.  Although the third study (Hamsho, 2017) incorporated a 

school-based measure, it primarily examined on-task behaviors and does not meet conventional 

psychometric standards for school-wide screening measures.  No study to date has evaluated the 

relationship between classroom behaviors and writing performance using school-wide screening 
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measures.  Given that early writing difficulties can lead to negative long-term outcomes (Lloyd, 

1978; Morrisroe, 2014), understanding the relationship between classroom behaviors and writing 

performance is important as it may inform multi-tiered systems of support to identify and 

intervene with at-risk students for writing difficulties and may ultimately lead to more positive 

long-term outcomes for these students. 

The primary aim of the proposed study was to identify the relationship between the two 

domains addressed by a multi-tiered systems of support approach: classroom behaviors (as 

measured by the Social, Academic, and Emotional Behavior Risk Screener; SAEBRS; Kilgus et 

al., 2013) and academic performance, in particular writing performance (a Curriculum-Based 

Measure of Written Expression; CBM-WE), among female and male third-grade students.  The 

SAEBRS was chosen over alternative measures because it is feasible to implement, it meets 

conventional psychometric standards for use as a school-wide screening measure (National 

Center on Intensive Intervention, 2018), and previous research has indicated a statistically 

significant relationship between the SAEBRS and standardized academic achievement measures 

(Kilgus et al., 2017).  The CBM-WE was chosen over a standardized norm-referenced academic 

achievement measure of writing performance because it meets conventional psychometric 

standards for use as a school-wide screening measure.   

A secondary aim of the proposed study was to evaluate the classification accuracy of 

these two screening measures (the SAEBRS and CBM-WE) for identifying students at-risk for 

writing achievement deficits.  The WIAT-III was utilized as the reference standard to determine 

which students demonstrated at-risk writing achievement performance.  The WIAT-III was 

utilized as the reference standard instead of a curriculum-based measure because it is the most 
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frequently used standardized norm-referenced academic achievement measure (Benson et al., 

2019).  

To address the aims of the proposed study, the following two research questions were 

proposed:  

(1) To what extent are the factors of the SAEBRS related to CBM-WE among female and 

male third-grade students?  Similar to the results from Kilgus et al. (2017), CBM-WE was 

expected to be related to two factors of the SAEBRS (i.e., social and academic); however, the 

SAEBRS total composite score including all three factors was hypothesized to be significantly 

related to CBM-WE.  This hypothesis is based on previous research findings suggesting a 

significant relationship between classroom behaviors and writing performance (Kent et al., 2014; 

Kim, Al Otaiba, et al., 2015) and extrapolated from an earlier study that utilized the SAEBRS 

(Kilgus et al., 2017).   

 (2) How does the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS compare to the classification 

accuracy of CBM-WE when identifying students at-risk for writing achievement deficits?  It was 

hypothesized that the SAEBRS would demonstrate better classification accuracy than the CBM-

WE.  Only one study has examined the classification accuracy of the CBM-WE in its ability to 

predict writing achievement (AUC = .74; Furey, Marcotte, Hintze, & Shackett, 2016), and no 

study has evaluated the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS when identifying students at-risk 

for academic performance difficulties.  Therefore, this hypothesis was not based on any previous 

research examining the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS.  Instead this hypothesis was 

derived from the results of earlier research suggesting a significant relationship between the 

SAEBRS and students’ academic performance (Kilgus et al., 2017), as well as from recent 

theoretical conceptualizations of writing performance that have emphasized the importance of a 
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behavioral component to students’ writing performance.  It was expected that the SAEBRS 

would demonstrate higher levels of classification accuracy in comparison to CBM-WE as writing 

fluency narrowly assesses one area of writing achievement (i.e., speed and accuracy of written 

text) whereas classroom behaviors may broadly influence additional areas of writing 

achievement (i.e., text generation and organization of written text).   

Method 

Participants and Setting 

 Approval from the Institutional Review Board and from the participating school district 

was attained before commencement of the study.  In addition, parent consent, student assent, and 

teacher consent were obtained.  Students who received parental permission to participate in this 

study were required to sign an assent form.  This form formalized their agreement to participate 

in the study.  This was a convenience sample of students; the participating students were enrolled 

in the third-grade at the two elementary schools that granted permission to collect data.  

 After attaining all necessary approval, third-grade students were screened for eligibility.  

Students who fit the eligibility criteria: (a) did not have any serious motor deficits (e.g., 

neurological conditions) that impacted their writing performance; (b) did not have serious 

cognitive impairments (e.g., intellectual disability, traumatic brain injury, autism with 

accompanying intellectual impairment) which may have impacted their writing performance; (c) 

did not have any significant hearing or vision impairments; and (d) spoke and were able to write 

English at a proficient level (as determined by the general education teacher).  Eligibility criteria 

was assessed for each student through review of student records and interviews with the general 

education teachers.  Students who were determined to be ineligible to participate in this study 
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completed the writing tasks that were part of this study’s procedures, however their results were 

excluded from all analyses. 

 A total of 171 third-grade students across two schools (105 from an urban public school 

located in a moderately-sized city and 66 from a public school located in a town classified as 

distant) were recruited for this study.  Of these students, four moved prior to data collection.  Of 

the 167 remaining students, 10 were identified by the general education teacher as not being able 

to write English at a proficient level and as a result were excluded from the current study.  Of the 

157 remaining students, 10 students were identified by the general education teacher as having a 

disability that significantly impacted their writing performance (4 students were identified as 

learning disabled; 1 student was identified as speech/language impaired; 5 students were 

identified as other health impairment).  These identified students were excluded from the present 

study.  Therefore, the total sample size for this study included 147 third-grade students (87 from 

the urban public school located in a moderately-sized city and 60 from the public school located 

in a town classified as distant; see Figure 1). 

 The mean age of the participants was 8 years and 4 months.  A total of 70 students 

(47.6%; 37 from the urban public school and 33 from the school in a distant town) identified as 

female and 77 students (52.4%; 50 from the urban public school and 27 from the school in a 

distant town) identified as males.  The majority of participants (55.8%; n = 82) identified as 

White, with a smaller percentage identified as Black or African American (28.6%; n = 42), Asian 

(6.8%; n = 10), Hispanic or Latino (5.4%; n = 8), Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander (2%; n 

= 3), American Indian or Alaska Native (0.7%; n = 1), or two or more races (0.7%; n = 1).  In 

addition, 6 of the 147 participants were eligible for special education services, however none of 

the participants had a Section 504 plan.  Table 1 illustrates the student demographic information.  
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Data collection was conducted in seven third-grade general education classrooms across 

two elementary schools in the northeast.  According to the most recent New York State School 

Report Card (2016-17), 924 kindergarten through eighth-grade students were enrolled in the first 

elementary school which was classified as an urban public school located in a moderately-sized 

city.  A large percentage of the students (79%) in the first school were eligible for free or 

reduced-priced lunch. The majority of students enrolled in the first school were identified as 

either White (39%) or Black or African American (35%), with a smaller percentage identified as 

Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander (9%), Hispanic or Latino (8%), two or more 

races (8%), and American Indian or Alaska Native (2%).  According to the most recent New 

York State School Report Card (2016-2017), 444 kindergarten through sixth-grade students were 

enrolled in the second public elementary school which was located in a town classified as distant 

from an urbanized area.  Approximately half of the students (51%) in the second school were 

eligible for free or reduced-priced lunch.  The majority of students enrolled in the second school 

were identified as either White (90%) with a smaller percentage identified as Hispanic or Latino 

(5%), two or more races (3%), and Black or African American (1%). 

Researcher Assistants 

 Doctoral students enrolled in a school psychology program served as the primary 

research assistants.  Advanced undergraduate students served as secondary research assistants 

and provided support to the primary research assistants during data collection.  All primary and 

secondary research assistants were required to complete formal training in research ethics 

through an online training program (e.g., Collaborative Institute Training Initiative; CITI) that 

emphasized the protection and ethical treatment of human research participants.  Training 
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consisted of completing the following courses provided by CITI: (1) Social and Behavioral 

Focus and (2) Responsible Conduct of Research.   

 All research assistants received training on the research-related tasks they were 

responsible for completing.  These included the following areas: (a) administration and scoring 

of writing performance measures, (b) administration of procedural scripts used during data 

collection, (c) conducting procedural integrity observations, and (d) data entry.  Manuals that 

explain the scoring procedures for the writing performance measures administered during the 

course of the study were accessible to every research assistant.  Before research assistants 

participated in data collection, they were required to demonstrate 100% proficiency with 

conducting procedural checks and scoring outcome measures. 

Measures 

Writing performance.  To assess writing performance, the following two assessments 

were administered: (a) a Curriculum-Based Measurement in Written Expression probe (CBM-

WE); and (b) the Essay Composition subtest from the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test – 

Third Edition (WIAT-III; Pearson, 2009).   

Curriculum-Based Measurement in Written Expression (CBM-WE).  Students written 

responses from a Curriculum-Based Measurement in Written Expression (CBM-WE) probe were 

scored for correct writing sequences, a measure of writing fluency (i.e., accuracy and speed), 

using the procedures outlined by Shapiro (2004).  Previous research suggests that writing fluency 

is a valid and reliable indicator of writing performance as it simultaneously accounts for a 

number of factors including number of words written, grammar, spelling, and punctuation (Espin 

et al., 2000; Espin, Scierka, Skare, & Halverson, 1999; Videen, Deno, & Marston, 1982).  A 

previous study (Videen, Deno, & Marston, 1982) evaluating the psychometric properties of 
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correct writing sequences indicates moderate validity with a standardized achievement measure 

(r = .69; the Test of Written Language; TOWL; Hammill & Larsen, 1978).  To answer research 

question two, scores of 15 or greater, which corresponds with a percentile score of 25 or greater, 

represented “typical performance,” whereas scores of 14 and lower represented “at-risk” 

performance, which corresponds with percentile scores of 24 or lower. 

Previous studies evaluating the psychometric properties of CBM-WE indicate strong 

alternate-form reliability (r = .73 to .90; McMaster, Wayman, Deno, Espin, & Yeo, 2010), 

moderate to strong criterion validity(r = .57 to .80; Deno, Marston, & Mirkin, 1982) between 

three indices of writing performance (i.e., correct letter sequences, total words spelled correctly, 

and total words written) and the Test of Written Language (TOWL; Hammill & Larsen, 1978).  

 Wechsler Individual Achievement Test, Third Edition (WIAT-III) Essay Composition.  

The Wechsler Individual Achievement Test–Third Edition (WIAT–III; Pearson, 2009) is a 

standardized, norm-referenced achievement test that is used to measure the academic skills of 

children between the ages of 4 and 19.  The Essay Composition subtest of the WIAT-III was 

administered to assess writing performance beyond writing fluency, including text structure and 

theme development. Within this subtest, participants were given 10 minutes to plan and compose 

an essay responding to a verbally and visually presented writing prompt.  To answer research 

question two, a raw score of 180 or greater, which corresponds with a percentile scores of 25 or 

greater, represented “typical performance,” whereas scores of 89 and lower represented “at-risk” 

performance, which corresponds with percentile scores of 24 or lower. 

 The psychometric properties of the WIAT-III were reported by the test maker (Pearson, 

2009).  Among children between the ages of 8 and 9, the Essay Composition subtest of the 

WIAT-III demonstrates a strong test-retest reliability (r = .88) with a test-retest interval that 
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averaged 13 days and ranged from two to 32 days.  In addition, the WIAT-III reliably 

differentiates between students who are typically developing in the area of written expression 

from students who are classified with a Specific Learning Disability in writing.  Previous 

research indicates a low positive correlation (r = .44) between the WIAT-III Essay Composition 

subtest and correct writing sequences on CBM-WE (Kim, Puranik, & Al Otaiba, 2015). 

The Social, Academic, and Emotional Behavior Risk Screener (SAEBRS).  

Classroom behaviors were evaluated through use of the Social, Academic, and Emotional 

Behavior Risk Screener (SAEBRS; Kilgus et al., 2013; see Appendix A).  This school-wide 

screening measure is a 19-item teacher-report questionnaire developed to assess behavioral and 

emotional risk within the classroom setting.  Each item is rated on a 4-point Likert-type scale and 

lower values reflect areas of weakness while higher values reflect areas of strength.  Eleven 

items on the measure are reverse-scored.  In addition to a total score that measures overall 

behavioral functioning, confirmatory factor analysis revealed three domains (von der Embse, 

Pendergast, Kilgus, & Eklund, 2016).  The Social Behavior domain (maximum raw score = 18) 

consists of six items that assesses a student’s ability to engage in appropriate interpersonal 

relationships with peers and adults.  The Academic Behavior domain (maximum raw score = 18) 

also consists of six items and measures a student’s ability to benefit from instruction by assessing 

their preparedness and participation.  Finally, the Emotional Behavior (maximum raw score = 

21) domain includes seven items and measures emotion regulation, adaptability, and resiliency.  

The scale developers developed cut scores to determine classification as “at risk” within the 

following domains: Social behavioral risk scores between 0 and 12; Academic behavioral risk 

scores between 0 and 9; Emotional behavior risk scores between 0 and 17; and Total behavioral 

risk scores between 0 and 36.   
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 Although this scale was developed recently, several studies have provided support for the 

psychometric properties of this measure.  The scale has high internal consistency for the total 

score (α = .93), Social Behavior factor (α = .89), Academic Behavior factor (α = .92), and 

Emotional Behavior factor (α = .83; Kilgus, Eklund, Von Der Embse, Taylor, & Sims, 2016).  

The criterion validity of the SAEBRS was compared to another teacher-report screening measure 

assessing the behavioral and emotional functioning of students (the Behavior and Emotional 

Screening System; BESS; Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2004) indicating a strong and significant 

relationship with the total score (r = -.94, p < .001), the Social Behavior factor (r = -.88, p < 

.001), the Academic Behavior factor (r = -.75, p < .001), and the Emotional Behavior factor (r = 

-.75, p < .001).  Research examining the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS across three 

time points during the academic year where the BESS served as the reference standard indicated 

high specificity (range = .95 to .99), high sensitivity (range = .72 to .95), a strong negative 

predictive value (range = .93 to .99), and excellent classification accuracy (range = .93 to .99; 

National Center on Intensive Intervention, 2018) 

Procedures 

All writing performance measures were group-administered to third-grade students in 

each classroom on one occasion.  These measures were administered in the general education 

classroom setting.  One SAEBRS rating scale was given to each student’s assigned general 

education teacher.  A packet of five rating scales was distributed to teachers on a weekly basis, 

such that data on the classroom behavior of five students from each classroom were collected 

each week across approximately five weeks.  This strategy ensured that packets were received in 

a timely manner.  Data from the urban public school located in a moderately sized city were 

collected in February of 2018 and data from the public school located in a distant town were 
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collected in November of 2018.  Norms were applied based upon the appropriate data collection 

period.  The index tests (i.e., SAEBRS, CBM-WE) and reference standard (i.e., WIAT-III Essay 

Composition subtest) were identified a priori.   

Study Design 

 A correlational design was used to examine the association between the SAEBRS and 

CBM-WE among female and male students.  An a priori power analysis was conducted to 

determine the minimum sample size needed to conduct this study.  GPower (Erdfelder, Faul, & 

Buchner, 1996), a statistical software program, was utilized to determine the needed sample size 

to conduct the simple linear regression analyses to examine the association between the 

SAEBRS and CBM-WE in research question 1.  The effect size was determined based on the 

results of a previous study (Hamsho, 2017), which was topically and statistically similar to the 

present study.  Based on a medium effect size (f 2 = .15) and an alpha level of .05, a minimum 

sample size of 55 participants per analyses was suggested.  As a result, simple linear regression 

analyses separated by gender required a total sample size of 110 students.  A total of 147 third-

grade students (77 males and 70 females) participated in this study.  Analyses separated by 

gender exceeded requirements set by the power analysis. 

To answer the second research question comparing the classification accuracy of the 

index tests (i.e., SAEBRS, CBM-WE) to identify students at-risk for writing achievement 

deficits on the reference standard (i.e. WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest), an a priori analysis 

using a web-based calculator (Goksuluk, Korkmaz, Zararsiz, & Karaağaoğlu, 2016) was 

computed to determine the minimum sample size needed.  No study to date has evaluated the 

classification accuracy of any classroom behavior screening measure’s ability to predict 

academic performance.  Therefore, the estimated Area Under the Curve (AUC) value for both 
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analyses used in the present study was determined based on the results of a previous study 

examining the classification accuracy of CBM-WE in its identification of students at-risk for 

writing achievement deficits (Furey et al., 2016).  Using an alpha level of p = .05, power of b = 

.80, and an estimated AUC value of .74, a minimum sample size of 32 participants was 

suggested.  The total sample of 147 third-grade in this study exceeded the requirements set by 

the power analysis.  

Procedural Integrity 

 To assess procedural integrity, the primary research assistant followed a procedural script 

when administering the writing performance measures utilized in this study.  Each step 

successfully administered by the primary research assistant was marked as completed.  A 

secondary research assistant followed along with the procedural script and checked off all the 

steps they observed the primary research assistants complete.  Agreements between the primary 

and secondary research assistants were tallied up to calculate agreement.  In order to measure 

procedural integrity, the total number of agreements was divided by the sum of agreements and 

disagreements.  The mean procedural integrity was 100%. 

Results 

Data Preparation 

 Data input and consistency checks.  Raw data for CBM-WE, the SAEBRS, and raw 

scores of the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest were entered into Microsoft Excel by either a 

primary or secondary research assistant.  A different trained research assistant re-entered the 

data.  The accuracy of data entry was verified using a double data entry procedure.  All 

discrepancies were compared with the original data and corrected.  The data were transferred 

from Excel into SPSS 23 (SPSS Inc., 2015) for analysis. 
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Missing data.  Ten students (four males and six females) were absent when the WIAT-III 

Essay Composition subtest was administered.  The missing data for these 10 students were 

imputed using multiple imputation procedures in SPSS 23. 

Data inspection.  Prior to conducting the main analyses, all data were inspected for 

violations of the statistical assumptions underlying the statistical analyses.  Tests of linearity, 

homoscedasticity, and independence of observation indicated that these underlying assumptions 

of multiple regression were met.  However, the distribution of the unstandardized and 

standardized residuals for the male sample suggested a non-normal distribution of the CBM-WE.  

In addition, correlation analyses among the three SAEBRS composites indicated significant 

multicollinearity, which is described in further detail below.       

Descriptive and Correlational Analyses 

Descriptive statistics of the reference standard and index measures utilized in this study 

were calculated and are reported in Tables 2 and 3.  The average WIAT-III Essay Composition 

score for the total sample (M = 212.04) corresponds with a standard score of 107 and a percentile 

score of 68, indicating that students were performing within the Average range.  Similarly, the 

mean CBM-WE score for the total sample (M = 19.67; 35th percentile) indicated average 

performance.  On the SAEBRS, the average total behavior composite (M = 44.50), social 

composite (M = 14.24), and academic composite (mean = 12.85) reflected behaviors assessed as 

falling within the average range.  However, the average score on the emotional composite on the 

SAEBRS (M = 17.40) fell in the “at-risk” range.   

Correlation analysis revealed that for the entire sample (n = 147), all variables measured 

within the study were significantly correlated with each other.  More specifically, CBM-WE 

scores were significantly correlated with scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = 
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.504, p < .001).  Additionally, scores on the total SAEBRS composite were significantly 

correlated with CBM-WE (r = .313, p < .001) and scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition 

subtest (r = .336, p < .001).  A further examination of the SAEBRS composites indicated that the 

academic composite on the SAEBRS was significantly correlated with CBM-WE (r = .370, p < 

.001) and the scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .356, p < .001).  Similarly, 

the emotional composite of the SAEBRS was significantly correlated with CBM-WE (r = .267, p 

= .001) and scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .346, p < .001).  Finally, 

social behaviors on the SAEBRS was significantly correlated with CBM-WE (r = .201, p = .014) 

and the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .210, p = .011).  Significant multicollinearity 

between all the SAEBRS composites on the SAEBRS were demonstrated, with correlational 

values ranging from .688 to .734. 

Due to the results of previous research identifying significant gender differences in writing 

performance (Fearrington et al., 2014), the main analyses in the current study examining the 

relationship between CBM-WE and the SAEBRS were conducted separately for each gender 

(see Table 4).  Correlation analyses revealed that female CBM-WE scores were significantly 

correlated with scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .526, p < .001).  

Additionally, female scores on the total SAEBRS composite were significantly correlated with 

CBM-WE (r = .338, p = .004) and scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .276, 

p = .021).  Further examination of the SAEBRS composites indicated that the academic 

composite on the SAEBRS was significantly correlated with CBM-WE (r = .448, p < .001) and 

the scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .360, p = .002) for female students.  

Similarly, the emotional composite of the SAEBRS was significantly correlated with CBM-WE 

(r = .265, p = .026) and scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .262, p = .028) 
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for female students.  However, the social composite of the SAEBRS was not found to be 

significantly correlated with either measure evaluating writing performance for female students.  

For female students, all SAEBRS composite scores were correlated with each other, with 

correlation values ranging from .596 to .890. 

A similar pattern of results was found for the male sample.  That is, male CBM-WE scores 

were significantly correlated with scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .433, p 

< .001).  Additionally, male scores on the total SAEBRS composite were significantly correlated 

with CBM-WE (r = .228, p = .046) and scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = 

.249, p = .029).  A further examination of the SAEBRS composite scores indicated that the 

academic composite was significantly correlated with CBM-WE (r = .261, p = .022) and the 

scores on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .284, p = 0.12).  Although a statistically 

significant relationship was revealed between the emotional composite on the SAEBRS and the 

WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest (r = .292, p = .010), the emotional composite on the 

SAEBRS was not significantly correlated with CBM-WE (r = .205, p = .073).  Similar to the 

results demonstrated for the female sample, the social composite on the SAEBRS was not found 

to be significantly correlated with either measure evaluating writing performance.  For male 

students, all the SAEBRS composites were correlated with each other, with correlation values 

ranging from .721 to .910. 

Each outcome variable was analyzed to determine whether gender differences existed (see 

Table 3).  To control for Type 1 Error, an adjusted alpha value of .008 was applied.  With regard 

to CBM-WE, there were no statistically significant difference between female (M = 22.25m SD 

= 12.10) and male (M = 17.32, SD = 10.88) students; t (145) = 2.60, p = .010).  However, there 

was a statistically significant difference on the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest with female 
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students demonstrating higher mean raw scores (M = 223.71, SD = 23.30) in comparison to male 

students (M = 201.42, SD = 29.25; t (145) = 5.07, p < .001).  A statistically significant female 

advantage was also observed on the total SAEBRS composite scores (M = 47.71, SD = 9.11) 

when compared with their male peers (M = 41.58, SD = 12.03; t (140.52) = 3.50, p < .001).  A 

similar pattern of findings was also discovered upon further examination of the social composite 

of the SAEBRS, such that a female advantage was observed (M = 15.64, SD = 3.31) in 

comparison to their male peers (M = 12.97, SD = 4.55; t (138.42) = 4.08, p < .001).  A female 

advantage was also observed on the emotional composite of the SAEBRS (M = 18.34, SD = 

3.11) in comparison to their male peers (M = 16.54, SD = 4.03; t (141.36) = 3.03, p = .003).  

However, no statistically significant differences between male and female students were 

observed on the academic composite of the SAEBRS (t (145) = 2.31, p = .022).   

Relationship between the SAEBRS and CBM-WE 

To answer the first research question, multiple linear regression analyses were conducted to 

examine the relationship between students’ classroom behaviors on the three composite scores of 

the SAEBRS and their writing fluency on the CBM-WE (see Appendix B).  Because this study 

was interested in evaluating whether there was a statistically significant relation between the two 

domains addressed in a multi-tiered systems of support approach (i.e., writing performance and 

classroom behaviors), CBM-WE, a school-wide screening measure, was included as the 

independent variable instead of a standardized academic achievement measure of writing 

performance.  It is important to note that high levels of multicollinearity were observed between 

the three SAEBRS composite scores (r range, .688 to .734), which violated the underlying 

statistical assumptions of these analyses (see Table 4).  Due to these violations, the first research 

question and accompanying analytical plan was altered.   Specifically, two linear regression 
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analyses examining the relationship between male and female students’ total SAEBRS 

composite and their performance on CBM-WE were conducted.  

Results from these analyses indicated that the overall composite score on the SAEBRS was 

a statistically significant predictor of female (R2 = .114, F(1,68) = 8.75, p = .004) and male (R2 = 

.052, F(1,75) = 4.12, p = .046) students’ CBM-WE scores.  The proportion of variance in CBM-

WE scores that was explained by the SAEBRS was greater among females (11%) in comparison 

to males (5%).  Results indicated that an interaction term between gender and the SAEBRS did 

not account for a significant proportion of the variance CBM-WE, ΔR2 =.011, ΔF(3, 143) = 1.80, p 

= .181).     

To examine whether differences existed based upon data collection period, linear regression 

analyses were conducted separately across the two schools.  Gender differences were not 

examined in these follow-up analyses because the sample size did not meet the minimum power 

analysis requirements. The results from both analyses suggested that the SAEBRS continued to 

be a statistically significant predictor of students’ CBM-WE scores for students in the urban 

public school (R2 = .078, F(1,85) = 7.22, p = .009) and students in the public school located in a 

distant town  (R2 = .134, F(1,58) = 8.95, p = .004).  A visual plot of this analysis revealed that an 

increase in the SAEBRS scores led to an increase in CBM-WE for both male and female students 

(see Figure 2).  

Classification Accuracy of the SAEBRS and CBM-WE    

To examine the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS and CBM-WE when the WIAT-III 

Essay Composition was used as the reference standard, cut scores were used.  The WIAT-III was 

utilized as the reference standard because it is the most frequently used standardized norm-

referenced academic achievement measure (Benson et al., 2019).   Based on established 
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guidelines (Kilgus et al., 2013), a cut score of 36 or lower on the total SAEBRS composite was 

used to identify students at-risk for behavioral issues.  For CBM-WE measure, a cut score at or 

below the 24th percentile was used to identify students at-risk for writing difficulties.  For the 

WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest, a cut score at or below the 24th percentile was used to 

identify students at-risk for writing achievement deficits.  Applying this threshold, 14% of the 

students in the sample were classified as at-risk based on the WIAT-III Essay Composition 

subtest score (see Table 5). 

To answer the second research question, two separate receiver-operating characteristic 

(ROC) curves were estimated to provide a measure of classification accuracy.  Due to the limited 

sample of female students identified as at-risk for writing achievement deficits on the WIAT-III 

Essay Composition subtest (n = 2), the ROC curve analyses were not separated by gender.  The 

ROC analyses included an evaluation of the Area Under the Curve (AUC), which was calculated 

by plotting true positive rates (i.e., sensitivity) against false positive (1-specificity) rates.  An 

AUC estimate of .69 or lower is considered to be poor, an AUC estimate between .70 and .79 is 

considered to be fair, and an AUC estimate of .80 and higher is considered good (Swets, 1996).  

Additional indicators of classification accuracy (i.e., sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive 

power, and negative predictive power) were conducted where values under 49% were considered 

unacceptable, values between 50% and 79% were considered acceptable, and values of 80% and 

higher were considered excellent (Daniels, Volpe, Fabiano, & Briesch, 2017).   

Results of the first ROC curve analysis, which examined the classification accuracy of 

CBM-WE when the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest was used as the reference standard, 

indicated fair overall classification accuracy for identifying writing achievement difficulties 

(AUC = .761; 95% CI [.644, .878]; see Figure 3 and Table 6).  Additional results indicated that 
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CBM-WE demonstrated acceptable sensitivity (61.11%; 95% CI [35.75%, 82.70%]), acceptable 

specificity (75.19%; 95% CI [66.82%, 82.37%]), unacceptable positive predictive power 

(25.58%; 95% CI [17.61%, 35.61%]), and excellent negative predictive power (93.27%; 95% 

Confidence Interval [88.51%, 96.14%]; see Table 7).   

Results of the second ROC curve analysis, which examined the classification accuracy of 

the SAEBRS when the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest was used as the reference standard, 

indicated poor overall classification accuracy for identifying writing achievement difficulties 

(AUC = .653; 95% Confidence Interval [.528, .778]; see Figure 4 and Table 6).  Additional 

results indicated the SAEBRS demonstrated unacceptable sensitivity (38.89%; 95% CI [17.30%, 

64.25%]), acceptable specificity (76.74%; 95% CI [68.49%, 83.73%]), unacceptable positive 

predictive power (18.92%; 95% CI [10.78%, 31.07%]), and excellent negative predictive power 

(90%; 95% CI [86.02%, 92.94%]; see Table 7). 

Although CBM-WE demonstrated higher levels of classification accuracy than the 

SAEBRS, further analyses did not reveal statistically significant differences between the areas 

under the two independent ROC curves (z = -1.07, standard error of the difference = .100, p = 

.283). 

To examine whether differences existed based upon data collection period, the ROC curve 

analysis for each index test was conducted across the two schools.  The results suggested that the 

area under the curve value for the SAEBRS was qualitatively higher for the public school in a 

distant town (AUC = .711; 95% Confidence Interval [.337, 1.00]) in comparison to the urban 

public school (AUC = .646; 95% Confidence Interval [.507, .785]).  However, further analyses 

did not reveal statistically significant differences between the areas under the two independent 

ROC curves (z = -0.373, standard error of the difference = .173, p = .354).  With regard to CBM-
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WE, once again the public school in a distant town evidenced a qualitatively higher value (AUC 

= .815; 95% Confidence Interval [.668, .961]) in comparison to the urban public school (AUC = 

.746; 95% Confidence Interval [.612, .880]).  Further analyses did not reveal statistically 

significant differences between the areas under the two independent ROC curves (z = -0.528, 

standard error of the difference = .130, p = .597).  Additional ROC curve analyses excluding the 

data from the 10 participants of which the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest was missing did 

not indicate a statistically significant difference in the AUC estimate for either CBM-WE (AUC 

= .775; 95% Confidence Interval [.658, .892]; z = 0.197, standard error of the difference = .071, 

p = .843) or the SAEBRS (AUC = .665; 95% Confidence Interval [.541, .790]; z = 0.135, 

standard error of the difference = .088, p = .892). 

Discussion 

 The majority of our nation’s students are unable to demonstrate proficient skills within 

the area of written expression (National Center for Education Statistics, 2012).  It is particularly 

alarming that nearly three quarters of elementary-aged students are unable to write with grade-

level proficiency as writing is an essential tool for effective functioning in daily life (MacArthur 

et al., 2016) that has been linked to long-term negative outcomes (Lloyd, 1978; Morrisroe, 

2014).  Recognizing the need to address concerns regarding students’ academic performance, 

many states have enacted prevention efforts within school systems.  Using a multi-tiered system 

of support framework, schools identify “at-risk” students using school-wide screening measures, 

provide evidence-based interventions to ameliorate academic difficulties, and evaluate student 

response to interventions.   

The multi-tiered systems of support framework targets students’ academic and behavioral 

functioning.  Previous research has demonstrated the contribution of classroom behaviors to 
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students’ academic performance in reading and mathematics (Alexander et al., 1993; Barriga et 

al., 2002; Cobb, 1972; Finn et al., 1995; Kilgus et al., 2017; McKinney et al., 1975).  Although 

the research evaluating this relationship in writing is limited, two studies have demonstrated a 

statistically significant relationship between classroom behaviors and students’ writing 

performance (Kent et al., 2014; Kim, Al Otaiba et al., 2015).  However, no study has evaluated 

the relationship between classroom behaviors and writing performance by using a broad 

assessment of classroom behaviors that meets conventional psychometric standards for school-

wide screening measures.  As a result, the purpose of this study was two-fold: 1) to evaluate the 

relationship between the SAEBRS and CBM-WE among male and female students, and 2) to 

compare the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS to CBM-WE when identifying students at-

risk for writing achievement deficits.  Based upon the results from Kilgus et al., (2017), it was 

hypothesized that in addition to the total SAEBRS composite, the social and academic composite 

would also be related to CBM-WE.  Derived from the results of earlier research (Kilgus et al., 

2017), it was also hypothesized that the SAEBRS would demonstrate better classification 

accuracy than the CBM-WE.   

Overall, the results from this study indicated a statistically significant relationship 

between the SAEBRS and CBM-WE for female and male students.  In addition, the SAEBRS 

and CBM-WE demonstrated fairly comparable classification accuracy rates across the majority 

of indicators, with the exception of sensitivity and area under the curve.  From an evidence-based 

practice perspective, CBM-WE was superior to the SAEBRS as CBM-WE demonstrated 

acceptable rates of sensitivity and overall classification accuracy while the SAEBRS indicated 

unacceptable rates of sensitivity and poor overall classification accuracy.  Although further 

analyses did not reveal a statistically significant difference between the areas under the two 
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independent ROC curves, the differences in the qualitative indicators of sensitivity and 

classification accuracy suggest that it would not be justifiable to use the SAEBRS over CBM-

WE as a school-wide screening tool to identify students at-risk for writing achievement 

difficulties.   

Relationship between the SAEBRS and CBM-WE 

Because previous research has demonstrated a significant relationship between classroom 

behaviors and students’ writing performance (Kent et al., 2014; Kilgus et al., 2017; Kim, Al 

Otaiba, et al., 2015), it was expected that the SAEBRS total composite scores would be 

significantly related to female and male students’ CBM-WE outcomes. This hypothesis was 

confirmed, suggesting that classroom behaviors are related to students’ writing performance.  

This finding is in line with the previous literature identifying a relationship between various 

school-wide screening measures assessing classroom behaviors and academic performance 

(Dowdy et al., 2013; Kamphaus et al., 2010; Kilgus et al., 2017; Lane et al., 2010). 

Additionally, the findings of the current study highlighted differences in the strength of 

the relationship between classroom behaviors and writing performance across female and male 

students.  Specifically, for females, a larger percentage of the variance (11%) in writing 

performance was explained by classroom behaviors in comparison to the variance found for their 

male peers (5%).  These results indicate that classroom behaviors play a larger role in the writing 

performance of third-grade female students in comparison to their male peers.  Previous studies 

have attempted to understand gender differences with regard to writing performance and have 

identified a female advantage for letter and word writing fluency (Berninger & Fuller, 1992), 

spelling (Allred, 1990; Malecki & Jewell, 2003), and handwriting skills (Berninger, Nielsen, 

Abbott, Wijsman, & Raskind, 2008).  One possible explanation offered by these studies for the 
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observed gender differences relates to the development of writing skills across female and male 

students.  Berninger et al. (2008) hypothesized that unlike their female peers, male students may 

not have automatized the lower level skills that promote successful writing performance (e.g., 

letter formation).  Due to these differences, male students may focus heavily upon the motor 

transcription of individual letters when asked to write.  In contrast, female students may focus 

more heavily upon idea development and planning when asked to write.  This finding in 

combination with the results from the current study indicating that male students demonstrated 

levels of emotional and social behaviors on the SAEBRS that were classified to be in the at-risk 

range may help to explain why classroom behaviors demonstrated a larger contribution to the 

writing performance of female students in comparison to male students.  It is suspected that 

maladaptive classroom behaviors may have impeded male students’ ability to benefit from 

general education instruction aimed at developing lower-level writing skills.  Male students who 

were noncompliant with teacher requests and struggled with emotion regulation may not have 

been able to learn and eventually master the lower-level skills involved in the writing process.  

When asked to write, these students may need to expend a large amount of their cognitive 

resources on lower-level skills, which may ultimately account for a larger percentage of variance 

in writing performance in comparison to classroom behaviors.  In contrast, females within the 

current study demonstrated adaptive levels of social, academic, and emotional behaviors, which 

may have allowed them to develop lower-level writing skills without interference of at-risk 

classroom behaviors.  As a result, female students may not need to expend as large of an amount 

of their cognitive resources on lower-level writing skills as their male peers when writing.  

Instead for female students, classroom behaviors may contribute a larger portion of variance to 
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the writing process in comparison to lower-level writing skills, which at this point are most likely 

well-developed.   

Only one other study has examined the relationship between classroom behaviors and 

writing performance across genders, however it did so within the context of a tier 1 intervention 

aimed at increasing writing productivity (Hamsho, 2017).  Although the current study evaluated 

pre-intervention writing performance and incorporated a broader measure of classroom 

behaviors, Hamsho (2017) also found a difference in the strength of the relationship between 

classroom behaviors and post-intervention writing performance across female and male students.  

More specifically, academic classroom behaviors and attention were identified to be statistically 

significant predictors of post-intervention writing performance for female students but were not 

statistically significant predictors of post-intervention writing performance for male students.  In 

summary, the results from the current study and Hamsho’s (2017) study indicated that classroom 

behaviors demonstrate a stronger contribution to the pre- and post-intervention writing 

performance of female students in comparison to their male peers.  It is suspected that classroom 

behaviors may demonstrate a larger contribution to male students’ writing performance once 

they have automatized lower level writing skills   

When comparing the present study’s results to prior research utilizing the SAEBRS 

(Kilgus et al., 2017), it was noted that the SAEBRS explained a larger percentage of variance 

(27%) on measures of reading and mathematics performance.  A number of factors may account 

for these differences, including participant demographics, the decision to account for gender 

within the current study, and the procedures used to assess academic performance (curriculum-

based measurement versus individualized adaptive computerized assessment).  Because no other 

research to date has quantified the percentage of variance in pre-intervention writing 
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performance explained by classroom behaviors, it is unclear whether the results from this study 

accurately reflect the true population.  However, the results of this study suggest that the 

SAEBRS is a better predictor of reading and mathematics performance in comparison to writing 

performance.  Nevertheless, the statistically significant relationship identified in the current 

study between the SAEBRS and CBM-WE suggests that although the contribution may not be 

large, classroom behaviors can influence the writing performance of third-grade male and female 

students.  Overall, the results from this study suggest that students, especially females, with 

better-developed classroom behaviors (i.e., higher scores on the SAEBRS) will perform better on 

CBM-WE in comparison to peers who demonstrate at-risk classroom behaviors.   

Classification Accuracy   

Because prior research has highlighted the benefits of using school-wide screening 

measures as part of a multi-tiered system of support to identify at-risk students for school 

difficulties (Dowdy et al., 2013; Kamphaus et al., 2010; Kilgus et al., 2017; Lane et al., 2010), 

one of the main purposes of this study was to compare the classification accuracy of the 

SAEBRS and CBM-WE to identify students at-risk for writing achievement deficits.  It was 

hypothesized that the SAEBRS would demonstrate higher levels of classification accuracy in 

comparison to CBM-WE.  Overall, the results of this study did not support the hypothesis.  

When compared with CBM-WE, the SAEBRS revealed comparable rates of specificity, positive 

predictive power, and negative predictive power.  However, unlike CBM-WE, the SAEBRS did 

not demonstrate acceptable rates of classification accuracy and sensitivity.  That is, when CBM-

WE was used as the index measure, results indicated acceptable overall classification accuracy 

(AUC = .761) and sensitivity (61.11%), whereas when the SAEBRS was used as the index 
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measure, results indicated poor overall classification accuracy (AUC = .653) and sensitivity 

(38.89%).   

 Further analyses comparing the differences in qualitative indicators of classification 

accuracy between the SAEBRS and CBM-WE did not identify a statistically significant 

difference between the AUC estimates.  This finding suggests that CBM-WE and the SAEBRS 

demonstrated comparable rates of identifying students who are at-risk for writing achievement 

deficits.  However, a large difference was observed between the two index measures with regard 

to the value of sensitivity.  The sensitivity of the SAEBRS fell well below acceptable levels, such 

that less than half of the students identified by the WIAT-III were also identified as at-risk for 

writing achievement deficits on the SAEBRS.  In comparison, when CBM-WE was used as the 

index measure, over half of the students were identified as at-risk for writing achievement 

deficits on both the WIAT-III and CBM-WE.  The qualitative indicators for classification 

accuracy and sensitivity indicate that CBM-WE is superior to the SAEBRS.  This is most likely 

due to the fact that unlike the SAEBRS, CBM-WE is directly measuring a skill that is 

encompassed within the reference standard.  In addition, the findings from the first research 

question revealed that the SAEBRS did not explain a large percentage of the variance in writing 

performance.  As a result, the SAEBRS may be too broad of a measure to accurately identify 

students at-risk for writing achievement deficits.   

Both index measures fell well below the desired levels for positive predictive power.  

Within the current sample less than a quarter of the students identified by the WIAT-III were 

also identified on both index measures to be at-risk for writing achievement deficits.  No study to 

date has investigated the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS to identify students at-risk for 

academic deficits; however, the positive predictive power of CBM-WE from the current study 
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was noted to fall well below what has been found in previous research (Furey et al., 2016).  In 

the current study, less than 15% (n = 18) of the participants were identified as at-risk across both 

the reference standard and CBM-WE.  In contrast, Furey et al. (2016) identified 53% of students 

as at-risk on CBM-WE and their reference standard (English Language Arts Composition subtest 

of Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System; MCAS; Massachusetts Department of 

Elementary and Secondary Education, 2014).  The extremely low positive predictive values 

observed in the current study across both criterion measures may have been influenced by the 

small sample of students identified as “at-risk” for writing achievement deficits as base rate is 

crucial to the calculation of this indicator (Pepe, 2003).   

Across other indicators of classification accuracy, the area under the curve value of 

CBM-WE obtained in the current study was comparable to prior research (AUC = .74; Furey et 

al., 2016).  CBM-WE of the current study demonstrated higher rates of accurately identifying 

students who were not at-risk for writing achievement deficits (Specificity = 75.19%, NPP = 

93.27%) in comparison to the results obtained by Furey et al. (Specificity = 40%, NPP = 79%).  

However, the current study indicated lower rates of accurately identifying students at-risk for 

writing achievement deficits (Sensitivity = 65.11%, PPP = 25.58%) when compared with Furey 

et al. (Sensitivity = 87%, PPP = 53%).  The differences in the values for sensitivity, positive 

predictive power, specificity, and negative predictive power between the current study and Furey 

et al. may be due to the different reference standard utilized in the ROC curve analyses across the 

two studies.  While the current study utilized a measure specifically evaluating theme 

development, organization, and text productivity, Furey et al., incorporated a measure that also 

considered textual conventions (i.e., spelling, grammar, punctuation, and usage), idea 

development, level of detail, and the ability to engage reader’s interest.  The reference standard 
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utilized by Furey et al. encompassed a comprehensive evaluation of writing performance that 

extended beyond the scope of the reference standard used within the current study.  It is also 

important to note that very limited evidence regarding the reliability and validity of state 

assessment measures are available, whereas considerable evidence exists for the WIAT-III in 

terms of psychometrics and standardization.  As it is unclear whether the reference standard 

utilized by Furey et al. is an accurate measure of writing performance, the results between Furey 

et al. and the current study may not be directly comparable. 

The greater advantage CBM-WE demonstrated on two indictors (i.e., area under the 

curve and sensitivity) revealed that CBM-WE possessed a higher rate of accurately identifying 

students who may be at-risk for writing achievement deficits in comparison to the SAEBRS.  

Therefore, the findings from the current study support the use of CBM-WE instead of the 

SAEBRS as a school-wide screening measure to identify students who may be at-risk for writing 

achievement deficits.  At this time, no additional research is available to provide support for the 

findings of the current study with regard to the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS in writing.  

As a result, it is not recommended that school districts use the SAEBRS as a school-wide 

screening measure to identify students at-risk for writing performance deficits.   

Limitations 

 Several limitations to the current study are noted.  First, the use of rating scales to gather 

information regarding student classroom behavior may limit the confidence in the reliability of 

the results.  Due to the subjective nature inherent to rating scales, it is possible that the SAEBRS 

was susceptible to errors like the halo effect (i.e., ratings reflect impression rather than actual 

performance) and/or error of central tendency (i.e., scores tending to hover in the middle of the 
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Likert scale and do not accurately reflect student behavior).  As such, the results of the current 

study should be interpreted with some degree of caution.  

Second, only a small percentage of students were identified as “at-risk” for writing 

achievement deficits on the reference standard (the WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest).  Base 

rate is related to the overall accuracy of classifications including the positive and negative 

predictive powers of the criterion measures (Pepe, 2003).  As a result, it is possible that the 

limited sample size of students who demonstrated “at-risk” writing skills may have influenced 

the results of this study.   

A third limitation relates to the exclusionary criteria that was utilized to select participants.  

Because students who were identified by the school district and their teacher as having a 

significant disability or diminished language skills that impaired their writing performance were 

excluded, support for CBM-WE and SAEBRS as a school-wide screening measure, which 

typically involves all general education students regardless of classification status, may be 

limited.  Furthermore, the exclusion of these students may have ultimately influenced the base 

rate of the current study.   

Another aspect of this study that may limit the generalizability of findings related to the 

population that was sampled.  The primary aim of this study was to examine the relationship 

between classroom behavior and writing performance among elementary-aged students and to 

evaluate the classification accuracy of two school-wide screening measures.  This study 

attempted to recruit a diverse group of students across two different school settings (i.e., urban 

versus distant town) in order to increase the generalizability of the findings to school districts 

across the nation.  However, because this study specifically focused upon third-grade students 

the result may not generalize to students in other grade levels.  Writing skills vary widely across 
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grade levels (Abbott & Berninger, 1993).  Students between the grade levels of kindergarten and 

second grade are utilizing lower-level processes in their writing development, which is 

characterized by establishing proficiency in motor production of written text.  As students’ 

writing abilities progress, they begin to automatize the motor skills involved with the production 

of written language and focus on generating sentences.  Once these processes are automatized, 

students can fully engage in planning and revising their written work (cognitive constraints).  

Given this information, the generalizability of the results from the current study is restricted to 

third-grade students.   

Finally, this study incorporated a relatively small sample when compared with previous 

research.  For example, Kilgus et al. (2017) included over 1,000 students across four elementary 

schools and one middle school.  Additionally, the current study recruited a smaller number of 

teachers when compared with the number of teachers participating in the study by Kilgus and 

colleagues.  As a result, the findings may have been influenced by individual differences across 

teacher ratings.  

Directions for Future Research 

The results from the current study and previous research (Kent et al., 2014; Kim, Al Otaiba, 

et al., 2015) highlight the importance of classroom behaviors to female and male elementary-

aged students writing performance.  However, the current literature examining this topic is 

limited.  This was the first study to consider the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS for 

identifying students at-risk for academic deficits, specifically within the area of writing.  

However, given the previously stated limitations, it is recommended that future studies replicate 

the current study with a sample containing a larger base rate to ensure that the results from the 

current study accurately represent the classification accuracy of these measures.  Additionally, 
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given the differences in skills that are required to achieve successful writing performance across 

grade levels, it is suggested that that this study be replicated with older and younger participants. 

There was quite a large difference in the percentage of variance explained in writing 

performance by the SAEBRS across female and male students.  The potential to explain gender 

differences in the relationship between classroom behaviors and writing performance has yet to 

be fully explored.  Future research examining variables (e.g., language and cognitive factors 

identified by Kim et al., 2015) influencing the relationship between classroom behaviors and 

writing performance is warranted. 

Results of the current study established a significant relationship between classroom 

behaviors and writing performance.  Despite this relationship, the results from the current study 

did not support the use of the SAEBRS (a measure assessing classroom behaviors) to identify 

students at-risk for writing achievement deficits.  In addition to school-wide screening, tier 1 of 

the multi-tiered systems of support approach also encourages implementation of evidence-based 

intervention.  However, no study to date has considered the relationship between classroom 

behaviors and writing performance within the context of an evidence-based intervention aimed at 

improving behavioral functioning.  The results from the current study suggest that third-grade 

males may benefit greatly from an evidence-based intervention targeting behavior, as the male 

students in the current sample demonstrated a total SAEBRS composite that was significantly 

lower than their female peers.  It is suggested that future research consider whether the 

implementation of a behavioral intervention could contribute to improved writing performance 

of male elementary-aged students.  

The current study relied upon subjective reports from teachers in order to collect 

information regarding each student’s behavioral functioning.  As previously discussed, 
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subjective reporting measures are susceptible to errors that may call into question the validity 

and reliability of the data collected.  To determine if these errors significantly impacted the 

study’s results, it is recommended that future research obtain information regarding classroom 

behaviors from multiple informants to evaluate to the classification accuracy of the SAEBRS for 

identifying students at-risk for writing achievement deficits.  

Conclusions 

 Writing is an important skill utilized across many different academic areas (The National 

Commission on Writing, 2004) and early writing deficiencies have been linked to negative long-

term consequences (Lloyd, 1978; Morrisroe, 2014).  Given its critical role to effective daily 

functioning, writing is an important area to target with interventions for struggling writers.  As a 

result, it is important for researchers and practitioners to develop a comprehensive understanding 

of factors that predict writing performance and utilize effective screening practices to identify 

“at-risk” students.  

  The current study sought to examine the relationship between writing performance and 

classroom behaviors across male and female students.  It also compared the classification 

accuracy of two school-wide screening measures (one assessing classroom behaviors and the 

other assessing writing performance) to identify students at-risk for writing achievement deficits.  

This study was unique from the previous research in three distinct ways.  First, it examined the 

relationship between writing performance and a wide array of classroom behaviors, including 

social behaviors and emotional behaviors, areas that had not been examined in the previous 

literature.  Second, it considered gender differences in the relationship between classroom 

behaviors and students’ writing performance.  Third, it was one of the first studies to evaluate the 
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classification accuracy of the SAEBRS in identifying students “at-risk” for writing achievement 

deficits.   

In relation to the study aims, the total SAEBRS composite, which included social and emotional 

behaviors, was identified to be related to CBM-WE outcomes for male and female students.  

These results offer some guidance on the underlying contributors to the writing performance of 

elementary-aged students.  With regard to the classification accuracy analyses, the results 

indicated an advantage when using CBM-WE to identify students at-risk for writing achievement 

deficits across some indicators of classification accuracy in comparison to the SAEBRS.  Given 

the large discrepancy in the sensitivity values and differences in qualitative indicator for area 

under the curve between CBM-WE and the SAEBRS, it is recommended that schools use CBM-

WE instead of the SAEBRS as a school-wide screening tool for identifying students as at-risk for 

writing achievement deficits. Table 1 
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Table 1 

Student Demographic Characteristics (n = 147) 

 Female (n = 70) Male (n = 77) 

 M / % (SD) / n M / % (SD) / n 

     

Race     

American Indian or Alaska Native 0% 0 1.3% 1 

Asian 8.6% 6 5.2% 4 

Black or African American 25.7% 18 31.2% 24 

Decline to Self-Identify 2.9% 2 7.8% 6 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 1.4% 1 2.6% 2 

Two or More Races 0% 0 1.3% 1 

White 61.4% 43 50.6% 39 

Ethnicity     

Arab 2.9% 2 1.3% 1 

Chin 1.4% 1 0% 0 

Hispanic or Latino 2.9% 2 7.8% 6 

Hutu 0% 0 1.3% 1 

Karen 1.4% 1 1.3% 1 

Mandinka/Malinke 0% 0 1.3% 1 

Masalit 0% 0 1.3% 1 

Nepali 1.4% 1 2.6% 2 

Not Hispanic or Latino 82.9% 58 76.6% 59 

Oromo 2.9% 2 0% 0 
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Somali 2.9% 2 5.2% 4 

Swahili/Waswahili 1.4% 1 0% 0 

Vietnamese 0% 0 1.3% 1 

Special Education Status     

Learning Disability 0% 0 2.6% 2 

None 98.6% 69 93.5% 72 

Other Health Impairment 1.4% 1 1.3% 1 

Speech/Language Impairment 0% 0 2.6% 2 

English as a Second Language (ESL) Status     

ESL 12.9% 9 13% 10 

No ESL 87.1% 61 87% 67 

 M  (SD)  M  (SD)  

Age 8.04 (.03) 8.04 (.04) 
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Table 2 

Descriptive Statistics of the Reference Standard and Index Measures for the Total Sample 

Variable N Range Mean SD Skew Kurtosis 

Reference Standard 

WIAT-III Essay Composition subtest 147 150.00 212.04 28.75 -0.706 1.04 

Index Measures 

CBM-WE 147 53.00 19.67 11.70 0.189 -0.331 

SAEBRS, Total Behavior Composite 147 43.00 44.50 11.13 -0.799 -0.344 

SAEBRS, Social Composite 147 15.00 14.24 4.21 -1.15 0.379 

SAEBRS, Academic Composite 147 18.00 12.85 4.41 -0.453 -0.920 

SAEBRS, Emotional Composite 147 14.00 17.40 3.72 -0.946 -0.104 
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Table 3 

Descriptive Statistics of the Reference Standard and Index Measure across Female and Male 

Participants 

 Females (n = 70) Males (n = 77)   

 Range M (SD) Skew Kurtosis Range M (SD) Skew Kurtosi

s 

t p 

Reference Standard 

WIAT-III 
Essay 
Composition 

93.00 223.71 

(23.30) 

-.080 -.674 140.00 201.42 

(29.25) 

-.869 .867 5.07 .000 

Index Measure 

CBM-WE  53.00 22.25 

(12.10) 

.048 -.478 50.00 17.32 

(10.88) 

.240 -.053 2.60 .010 

SAEBRS 
Total 
Behavior 
Composite 

35.00 47.71 

(9.11) 

-1.03 .179 43.00 41.58 

(12.03) 

-.509 -.816 3.50 .001 

SAEBRS, 
Social 
Composite 

15.00 15.64 

(3.31) 

-1.80 3.06 15.00 12.97 

(4.55) 

-.753 -.536 4.08 .000 

SAEBRS, 
Academic 
Composite 

12.00 13.72 

(3.96) 

-.561 -1.10 18.00 12.06 

(4.67) 

-.287 -.963 2.31 .022 

SAEBRS, 
Emotional 
Composite 

12.00 18.34 

(3.11) 

-1.16 .543 14.00 16.54 

(4.03) 

-.699 -.651 3.03 .003 
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 Table 4 
 
Intercorrelations between the Reference Standard and Index Measures 

Total Sample (n = 147) 

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 WIAT-III Essay Composition -      

2 CBM-WE .504*** -     

3 SAEBRS, Total Composite .336*** .313*** -    

4 SAEBRS, Social Composite .210* .201* .897*** -   

5 SAEBRS, Academic Composite .356*** .370*** .903*** .688*** _  

6 SAEBRS, Emotional Composite .346*** .267*** .904*** .733*** .734*** _ 

*p< .05. **p< .01. ***p<.001 

Females (n = 70) 

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 WIAT-III Essay Composition -      

2 CBM-WE .526*** -     

3 SAEBRS, Total Composite .276* .338** -    

4 SAEBRS, Social Composite .083 .143 .851*** -   

5 SAEBRS, Academic Composite .360** .448*** .890*** .596*** _  

6 SAEBRS, Emotional Composite .262* .265* .887*** .665*** .696*** _ 

*p< .05. **p< .01. ***p<.001 
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Males (n = 77) 

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 WIAT-III Essay Composition -      

2 CBM-WE .433*** -     

3 SAEBRS, Total Composite .249* .228* -    

4 SAEBRS, Social Composite .108 .152 .907*** -   

5 SAEBRS, Academic Composite .284* .261* .910*** .721*** -  

6 SAEBRS, Emotional Composite .292** .205 .903*** .738*** .740*** - 

*p< .05. **p< .01. ***p<.001 
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 Table 5 
 
Cross Tabulation of the SAEBRS and CBM-WE by the WIAT-III Essay Composition Subtest 
 
 WIAT-III Essay Composition Subtest  

SAEBRS At-Risk Not At-Risk Total 

At-Risk 7 30 37 

Not At-Risk 11 99 110 

Total 18 129 147 

 
 
 WIAT-III Essay Composition Subtest  

CBM-WE At-Risk Not At-Risk Total 

At-Risk 11 32 43 

Not At-Risk 7 97 104 

Total 18 129 147 
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Table 6 

Area Under the Curve from Receiver Operating Characteristic Analyses 

 95% Confidence 
Interval 

 Area Under the 
Curve 

Standard 
Error 

 
p value 

 
Lower 

 
Upper 

CBM-WE .761 .060 <.001 .644 .878 

SAEBRS, Total Behavior Composite .653 .064 .036 .528 .778 
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Table 7 
 

Classification Accuracy of CBM-WE and the SAEBRS Predicting Writing Achievement Deficits 

on the WIAT-III Essay Composition Measure 

 
 
Index 

 
Sensitivity 

 
Specificity 

Positive 
Predictive Power 

Negative 
Predictive Power 

CBM-WE  61.11% 75.19% 25.58% 93.27% 

SAEBRS, Total Behavior Composite 38.89% 76.74% 18.92% 90.00% 
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Figure 1. Flowchart of Participant Selection 

Total Number of Recruited Participants n = 171
-School 1 (n = 105)
-School 2 (n = 66)

Eligible Participants n = 147
- School 1 (n = 87)
- School 2 (n = 60)

Index Test: CBM-WE
- At Risk n = 43

-Females n = 18
-Males n = 25

- Not At-Risk n = 104
-Females n = 52
-Males n = 52

Index Test: SAEBRS
- At-Risk n = 37

-Females n = 11
-Males n = 26

- Not At-Risk n = 110
-Females n = 59
-Males n = 51

Reference Standard: 
WIAT-III Essay 

Composition Subtest
- At-Risk n = 18

-Females n = 2
-Males n = 16

- Not At-Risk n = 129
-Females n = 68
-Males n = 61

Imputed Data
-WIAT-III Essay Composition Subtest n = 10

-School 1 (n = 10); School 2 (n = 0)
-Females (n = 4); Males (n = 6)

-SAEBRS n = 0
-CBM-WE n = 0

Excluded n = 24
- Moved prior to data collection (n = 4)
- Unable to write English at a proficient level 
(n = 10)
- Identified by teacher as having a disability 
that significantly impacted writing 
performance (n = 10)
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Figure 2. Moderation Analyses of the Relation Between the SAEBRS and CBM-WE  
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Figure 2. Classification Accuracy of CBM-WE  
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Figure 3. Classification Accuracy of the SAEBRS 
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Appendix A 

SAEBRS Teacher Report of Classroom Behaviors 

Student Name:              
 
Directions:  Using the following scale, identify how frequently the student has displayed each of 
the following behaviors during the previous month.  Circle only one number for each behavior. 

 
 
Social Behavior 

 
Never 

 
Sometimes 

 
Often 

Almost 
Always 

 Arguing 0 1 2 3 
 Cooperation with peers 0 1 2 3 
 Temper outbursts 0 1 2 3 
 Disruptive behavior 0 1 2 3 
 Polite and socially appropriate response to others 0 1 2 3 

Impulsiveness 0 1 2 3 
 
Academic Behavior 

 
Never 

 
Sometimes 

 
Often 

Almost 
Always 

 Interest in academic topics 0 1 2 3 
 Preparedness for instruction 0 1 2 3 
 Production of acceptable work 0 1 2 3 
 Difficulty working independently 0 1 2 3 
 Distractedness 0 1 2 3 
 Academic engagement 0 1 2 3 
 
Emotional Behavior 

 
Never 

 
Sometimes 

 
Often 

Almost 
Always 

 Sadness 0 1 2 3 
 Fearfulness 0 1 2 3 
 Adaptable to change 0 1 2 3 
 Positive attitude 0 1 2 3 
 Worry 0 1 2 3 
 Difficulty rebounding from setbacks 0 1 2 3 
 Withdrawal 0 1 2 3 
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Appendix B 

Multiple Regression Analysis Summary for the SAEBRS Composites Predicting Writing 

Fluency 

 

 Females Males 

Predictor β 95% Confidence 
Interval 

β 95% Confidence 
Interval 

  Lower Upper Lower Upper 

SAEBRS, Social Composite -.195 -1.80 .382 -.107 -1.11 .605 

SAEBRS, Academic Composite .561** .761 2.66 .283 -.183 1.50 

SAEBRS, Emotional Composite .005 -1.28 1.32 .075 -.800 1.20 

Note. * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.001 
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